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Abstract
Seismic investigation in the near-surface is complicated by highly attenuating
media, large interparticle stresses, and variable water saturation, so new tools and
methodology are necessary to understand the relationships between velocity, attenuation,
and physical properties of the propagating media.
A new shear wave source is developed for investigation of gas-charged, organicrich sediments because compressional waves are highly attenuated and currently
available sources are inadequate. The new source compares favorably to a traditional
hammer impact source, producing a signal with a broader-band of frequencies (30–100Hz
cf. 30–60Hz) and signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) equivalent to ~3 stacked hammer blows to
the hammer impact source. Ideal source signals must be broadband in frequency, have a
high SNR, be consistent, and have precise start times; all traits of the new shear source.
A new constitutive model predicting seismic velocity is developed because
current models do not include interparticle stresses which are especially important in
materials with large cohesive and capillary pressures such as clays. The new proposed
methodology calculates elastic moduli of granular matrices in near-surface environments
by incorporating an updated definition of total effective stress into Hertz-Mindlin theory
and calculates the elastic moduli of granular materials by extending Biot-Gassmann
theory to include pressure effects induced by water saturation. As water saturation
increases in shallow sediments, theoretically calculated seismic velocities decrease in
clay and increase in sand because of the respective interparticle stresses in these media.
The proposed model calculates seismic velocities that compare well with measured field
velocities from the literature.

x

A field-transferrable lab experiment shows the simultaneous dependence of
quality factor (Q) on water saturation and stress in unconsolidated sand. Local Q values
(Qint) increase the most with depth (dQ/dz=43 m-1) and stress (dQ/dσ=0.0025/Pa) in dry
sand and the least in partially saturated sand (dQ/dz=10m-1 and dQ/dσ=0.0013/Pa) where
attenuation created by local fluid flow reaches a maximum. Expectations for Qint values
with depth can be extrapolated from dQ/dσ and are bounded by Qint of the dry (QD) and
partially saturated (QPS) media (e.g.,QD≥Qint≥QPS). Qint deviations outside this range can
be explained by a divergence in effective stress, attenuation mechanism, or lithology.

xi

1. Introduction
Seismic interpretation of shallow, granular, uncompacted media can be different
to deep data because of the different sources of stress, variable water saturation, and
highly attenuating media. Seismic velocities increase and decrease much more than can
be explained by changes in net overburden stress (Lu and Sabatier, 2009). There is often
a large increase in stress above the water table because of interparticle stresses and a
decrease in stress below the water table because of buoyancy (Turner, 1979;
Hassanizadeh et al., 2002). Shallow soils with very low quality factors (< 10) attenuate
seismic waves far more than at depth (Jongmans, 1990). Also, highly variable
attenuation can also be expected as a result of heterogeneities in sediment type, stress,
and water saturation.
1.1 Article style dissertation
Chapters 2-4 were written as stand-alone articles for submission to different
scientific journals. Chapter 2 discusses the testing of a new shear-wave generator and is
currently published in the Journal of Applied Geophysics. Chapter 3 introduces a new
constitutive elastic model that incorporates interparticle stresses into seismic velocity
estimations and is in review for the Journal of Environmental and Engineering
Geophysics. Chapter 4 investigates the empirical relationships between attenuation,
stress, and water saturation and is prepared for submission to Geophysical Research
Letters.
1.2 Applicability of work
Each project has its own applicability. A shear-wave generator is useful because
shear waves can be used to estimate the shear strength of materials. This source can
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possibly be used to determine the shear strength of soils in seismic hazard studies and
near surface hazard analysis. Also, shear waves are less attenuated than compressional
waves in gaseous, organic-rich, deltaic sediments.
A model that includes interparticle stresses in seismic velocity modeling is
important, because there is no other way to explain large changes in seismic velocity as
water saturation changes. These models can constrain estimates of water saturation,
stress, or soil type if seismic velocity and any of the other two variables are known.
Water saturation estimates are used in hydrogeological studies and reservoir
management. Water saturation is often used to estimate capacity of geological units
where porosity is known. Also, water saturation is needed to estimate the spread of
pollutants in the groundwater. Understanding soil types and conditions can help in
agriculture where different soils need to be saturated to different values in order to
maintain maximum growth. Empirical relationships between attenuation, water
saturation, and stress can be used as an additional constraint when modeling stress and
water saturation.
Before presenting the manuscripts, I will present geophysical backgrounds that
may help clarify the following chapters. These backgrounds were not included in the
manuscripts because they are not intended to be review articles and the general
readership is assumed to have previous knowledge of these general concepts.
1.3. Seismic Body Waves
Seismic waves reflect and refract as they travel through the earth (Palmer, 1981;
Tarantola, 1984). Reflections occur at boundaries with large enough acoustic impedance
contrasts to produce noticeable reflections. Refractions occur as a result of waves
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changing direction as they encounter changing physical conditions similar to the manner
in which optical waves refract because of Snell’s law.
1.4 Seismic Velocity
The study of seismic body waves, compressional (P) and shear (S) waves, yields
much information about the subsurface because their propagation is governed by elastic
properties and density of the propagating media (Eqs. 1.1 and 1.2):

(1.1)

(1.2)
where Vp is the compressional wave velocity, Vs is the shear wave velocity, K is bulk
modulus, μ is shear modulus, and ρ is density. If an S-wave travels through a rock with a
known density, one can calculate the shear modulus of the rock (Eq. 1.3):
(1.3)
1.5 Seismic Attenuation
While velocity analysis will teach us much about the elastic properties of soils,
seismic attenuation can tell us much about the inelasticity which can be equally as
important (Cadoret et al., 1998). Seismic waves lose energy during propagation because
of geometric spreading as total energy is spread over an increasingly large wavefront
(Červen et al., 1974), scattering as waves change phase (Wu and Aki, 1988), and intrinsic
attenuation as kinetic energy is permanently exchanged with potential energy (Wu, 1985)
(Eq 1.4):
(1.4)
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where

is the angular frequency of the seismic wave, A is the current amplitude, A0 is

the initial amplitude, α is the attenuation parameter which represents the energy a wave
loses while travelling a unit of distance, x is the distance travelled by the wave, and c is
the frequency-independent attenuation usually attributed to geometric spreading.
Attenuation caused by scattering can be dismissed when the propagating wavelength is
much larger than heterogeneities (Knopoff, 1964). Because attenuation is dependent on
both the distance travelled and the number of oscillations during propagation, it is
convenient to describe attenuation by the energy lost per oscillation, or the quality factor
(Q) (Knopoff, 1964) (Eq 1.5),
(1.5)
where ΔE is the energy dissipated during one cycle of loading at angular frequency and E
is the maximum energy stored during that cycle. The relationship between Q and α has
been represented as (Futterman, 1962) (Eq. 1.6):
(1.6)
where λ is the wavelength. At low loss (Q>>1) the quality factor is more conveniently
related to the attenuation parameter (Eq. 1.7) (Knopoff, 1964),
(1.7)
where f is linear frequency, V is the phase velocity, and t is the time the wave travels.
While there are instances where Q can be linked to frequency, it has been shown
that Q is largely frequency independent (Knopoff, 1964; Grant and West, 1965). Most of
the frequency dependence of Q has been shown at high frequencies (e.g., Winkler and
Nur, 1982), not in the low frequencies measured in traditional seismic data.
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Many different methods have been introduced to determine Q from raw seismic
data; they are traditionally separated into two categories: time-domain methods and
frequency-domain methods. The difference between time-domain and frequency-domain
methods is simply the domain from which the Q measurement is obtained.
The best known frequency domain analysis method is the spectral-ratio method
which determines attenuation in the frequency domain by comparing the amplitude
spectra of two attenuated waves (Båth, 1974).
The spectral ratio method is derived from the amplitude equation (1.4) by
dividing the equations for two raypaths and taking the natural logarithm of both sides (the
amplitude of the unattenuated wave cancels out) (Eq. 1.8):
(1.8)
where A2 and A1 are amplitudes of the amplitude spectra at a particular frequency, and c1
and c2 are the frequency independent amplitude decay of each wave. Because of the
relationship between the attenuation parameter and Q (Eq. 1.6), equation 1.8 can be
rewritten (after converting

to f) (Eq. 1.9):
(1.9)

where t1 and t2 are the traveltimes of each raypath. Raypaths are used to represent
discrete linear sections of the wave that move in the same direction of the wave,
perpendicular to the wavefront (isotropic case). If the quality factor is the same for each
raypath, the equation can be rearranged to take the form of the traditional spectral ratio
method (Eq. 1.10),
(1.10)
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where Δt is the travel time difference between the two raypaths.
When using real data, amplitudes and frequency values are obtained through a
Fourier transform of selected recorded waves. The slope of a best fitting line to the data
represents the ratio of the amplitudes and the frequencies, and can be used to calculate Q.
Q measurement error is propagated by error in the slope measurement, error in travel
time measurement, and errors in the amplitude spectra of the reference and attenuated
wavelet. Because the Fourier transform is an exact solution, errors in the amplitude
spectra come from wave interference, geophone error, or improper picking of the wavelet
before performing the transform.
1.6 Stresses in the shallow subsurface
When we talk about stresses in the shallow subsurface, we are mainly discussing
effective stress, the average stress carried by the granular matrix. Originally, effective
stress was equated to total stress minus pore pressure (Terzaghi, 1943). Total stress is
delegated as external stresses such as the overburden stress, the weight of overlying
sediments, or horizontal stresses such as tectonic stress. In the absence of large
horizontal stresses, total stress is simplified to overburden stress and effective stress is
simplified to net overburden stress, overburden stress minus pore pressure.
Eventually, interparticle stresses that changeas a result of water saturation were
included in the effective stress equation (Bishop, 1959). The definition was refined to
include four terms to fully explain stress in the shallow subsurface (Eq. 1.11) (Lu and
Likos, 2006),
(1.11)
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where P is total effective stress, σT is the total external stress, ua is pore-pressure, σ’S is
soil suction stress (Lu and Likos, 2006), and σCO is apparent tensile stress at the saturated
state caused by cohesive or physiochemical forces (Bishop et al., 1960). Physiochemical
forces are local forces arising from individual contributions from van der Waals
attractions, electrical double layer repulsion, and chemical cementation effects (Lu and
Likos, 2006). Interparticle stresses are important in the shallow subsurface because they
can be several orders of magnitude larger than net overburden stress (Ikari and Kopf,
2011).
In addition to interparticle stresses which change with water saturation, net
overburden stress can also change in the presence of a moving water table. Above the
water table, the weight of sediments and the weight of water both add to the overburden
stress. Below the water table, the weight of sediments is partially offset by displacement
of water, buoyancy (Turner, 1979).
1.7 Stress and Seismic Velocity
For granular porous media, wave velocity is governed by grain contacts, grain
properties, sorting, porosity, and stress at the grain contacts. These factors contribute to
the elastic parameters used in the elastic wave equation. The Hertz-Mindlin model
(Velea et al., 2000) estimates seismic velocities through porous medium using physical
properties to calculate shear and bulk moduli of the dry granular matrix (Dvorkin et al.,
1999) (Eqs. 1.12 and 1.13):
(1.12)
(1.13)
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where n is grain coordination number, G is the grain shear modulus, ν is the grain
poisso ’s ratio, KMatrix is the bulk modulus of the skeletal matrix, GMatrix is the shear
modulus of the skeletal matrix, and P is stress at the grain contacts. It is important
to note that stress1/3 is proportional to matrix elasticity. This means that stress1/6 is
proportional to seismic velocity through the matrix (VMatrix) (from Eqs. 1.2, 1.3, 1.12,
and 1.13) (VMatrix∝P1/3).
1.8 Water Saturation in the Shallow Subsurface
Water is highly variable in the near subsurface and found in the pore spaces of
rocks and sediments. In the absence of flowing water, water is in the pore spaces for one
of two main reasons: there is enough water to fully saturate the pores and form a water
table or water is held in the pores by capillary pressure (Hassanizadeh et al., 2002).
Capillary pressure can result when water adheres to a solid surface. If a capillary
tube is placed vertically in water, adhesion of water to the walls may cause water to rise
above the surface of the water outside of the tube. The height of water supported by the
capillary tube (h) is dependent upon the radius of the tube (r) and the surface tension of
water adhering to the tube wall (γ) and is the basis for the term capillary pressure
(Washburn, 1921) (Eq. 1.14),
(1.14)
where ρw is the density of water, θ is the contact angle, and g is the constant of
gravitational acceleration on Earth.
Water saturation also changes with recharge (e.g., precipitation) and transmission
(e.g., groundwater flow). The water table will move with changes in recharge and
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transmission, changing the equilibrium of water held above the water table by capillary
pressures.
1.9 Water Saturation and Seismic Velocity
Elasticity of the bulk material changes with pore constituents. Biot-Gassmann
theory (Gassmann, 1951; Biot, 1956) has been implemented to find velocities in saturated
porous hard rock from dry rock properties. Biot-Gassmann theory predicts that the bulk
modulus will increase as water saturation increases, but overall compressional seismic
velocity will decrease because density increases more than the bulk modulus. As long as
the pore constituents have no shear resistance, they only influence velocity by changing
density of the pore space. Elastic moduli of the rock matrix are assumed to be the same
under wet and dry conditions. Traditional Biot-Gassmann is accurate if stress does not
change with water saturation; changes in stress will change the elasticity of the matrix.
1.10 Water Saturation, Stress, and Attenuation
Attenuation in homogenous granular materials is believed to result from two main
mechanisms, water moving in the pore spaces and frictional contact between grains. The
Biot model defines attenuation that peaks around an absorption peak frequency (f0) and is
dependent upon the bulk modulus (K), pore-aspect ratio (a), and pore fluid viscosity (ν)
(Eq. 1.15) (Liner, 2012).
(Eq. 1.15)
Different water saturations will have different bulk moduli and viscosities and thus have
different absorption peak frequencies and levels of attenuation.
The other main attenuation mechanism is frictional sliding between grains
(Winkler and Nur, 1982). As energy travels through a granular system some energy is
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transferred into heat as the grains rub against each other during displacement. As stress
increases and grains are held more tightly together, attenuation decreases. Water
saturation can increase frictional losses because it “greases” the contacts.
In Massilon sandstones, attenuation is stress dependent up to ~6 MPa in dry rocks
(i.e. ~500 m depth in the Gulf of Mexico), and is stress dependent throughout the range
of tested stresses when fully or partially saturated, 30 MPa (i.e ~2300m depth in the Gulf
of Mexico). Attenuation is lowest in dry rocks, peaks in partially saturated rocks, and
decreases again approaching full saturation. Also, attenuation increases with frequency
and increases the most in partially saturated sediments (Murphy III, 1982; Winkler and
Nur, 1982).
1.11 Objectives
In the following chapters, we will address three problems in the near subsurface.
First, compressional waves are much more attenuated in gas-charged, organic-rich deltaic
sediments than shear waves, so interpretation of traditional, dominantly compressional
wave seismic acquisition can be challenging. We develop and test a new, impulsive
horizontal shear wave generator for near surface seismic acquisition. Second,
interparticle stresses can be very strong (MPa), often several orders of magnitude larger
than net overburden stress in the near surface, and influence seismic velocity. We present
a new method for estimating seismic velocities that include interparticle stresses and
emphasize the contribution of interparticle stresses in seismic velocity in the near surface.
Third, water saturation and stress are highly variable in the near surface and difficult to
model with velocity alone. We use attenuation measurements to explain simultaneous
changes in stress and water saturation, allowing a potential seismic attenuation constraint
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on in-situ estimates of these parameters in the field. Several computer programs are used
in the completion of these objectives (Appendix A).
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2. A new electrical and mechanically detonatable shear wave source for near
surface (0-30m) seismic acquisition
2.1 Summary
We present a new, impulsive, horizontal shear source capable of performing long
shot profiles in a time-efficient and repeatable manner. The new shear source is groundcoupled by eight ½” (1.27 cm) x 2” (5.08 cm) steel spikes. Blank shotshells (12-gauge)
used as energy sources can be either mechanically or electrically detonated. Electrical
fuses have a start time repeatability of < 50 microseconds. This source can be operated
by a single individual, and takes only ~10 s between shots as opposed to ~30 s for six
stacked hammer blows. To ensure complete safety, the shotshell holder is surrounded by
a protective 6” (15.24 cm)-thick barrel, a push-and-twist-locked breach, and a safety pin.
We conducted field tests at the 17th Street Canal levee breach site in New Orleans,
Louisiana (30.017° N 90.121° W) and at an instrumented test borehole at Millsaps
College in Jackson, Mississippi (32.325° N 93.182° W) to compare our new source and a
traditional hammer impact source. The new shear source produces a broader-band of
frequencies (30-100 Hz cf. 30-60 Hz). Signal generated by the new shear source has
signal-to-noise ratios equivalent to ~3 stacked hammer blows to the hammer impact
source. Ideal source signals must be broadband in frequency, have a high SNR, be
consistent, and have precise start times; all traits of the new shear source.
2.2. Introduction
Near-surface seismic research uses a variety of seismic sources to characterize the
subsurface (Jolly, 1956; Miller et al., 1986; Hasbrouck, 1991; Miller et al., 1992;
Yordkayhun et al., 2009). Ideal shallow seismic sources need to impart short, repeatable,
broadband signals into the earth. Signal production should also be consistent in total
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energy and spectral content (Steeples, 2000). The source signature needs to be
repeatable, so that changes in the seismic signal can be attributed solely to geological and
geophysical anomalies. Sources capable of generating low-energy pulses are also
important. Baker et al. (2000) conclude that a low-energy source (0.22-caliber rifle)
produces a broader-band signal than high-energy sources (sledgehammer or 30.06 rifle).
Inelastic deformation or fracture of large volumes of earth, stressed beyond their elastic
limits, adversely affects the source wavelet by decreasing the higher frequency spectral
components of the signal.
Comparisons between shallow P-wave sources show that a variety of seismic
sources are adequate when surveying the subsurface, each potentially superior at different
sites. Good seismic sources have common characteristics (Miller et al., 1986). The
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) should be high, but interpretable seismic data have resulted
from SNR’s as low as 1 (Guo and Zhao, 2010). Frequency content needs to be
broadband in order to produce the narrowest pulse in the time section (Rioul and Vetterli,
1991). Measurement of t0 (signal initiation time) should also be precise and accurate.
Incorrect t0 measurements can lead to calculated Vs (shear wave velocity) errors as high
as 50%. (Silver and Tiedemann, 1977) . Seismic sources should also have low site
preparation requirements, small cycle times, and low environmental impact. These
sources are ideally portable, inexpensive (<$2000), safe, and require minimal personnel.
Whereas most seismic sources generate P-waves, shear wave production and
interpretation have several advantages (Wills et al., 2000). In comparison to P-waves, Swaves are less affected by soil saturation and less attenuated in gas-charged, organic-rich
sediments (Wilkens and Richardson, 1998; Pugin et al., 2004). On the other hand, SH-
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waves (horizontally polarized shear waves) are relatively insensitive to pore-fluid moduli
(Gregory, 1976) and can improve resolution, relative to P-waves. The improved
resolution results from slower seismic shear wave velocities over similar frequency bands
(Johnson and Clark, 1991). SH-waves do not convert to P or SV-waves (vertically
polarized shear waves) when reflecting from a horizontal boundary because displacement
in the propagating wave remains in the horizontal plane. Seismic methods, utilizing
shear wave analysis, are ideal for characterizing the shallow subsurface structural
strength, via proxy of the shear modulus (Silver and Tiedemann, 1977; Turesson, 2007).
Estimates of elastic moduli in shallow (0-30 m) natural soils can be particularly useful in
seismic hazard studies (Wills et al., 2000).
A variety of shear sources have been implemented in the past. One of the more
popular near-surface sources consists of a hammer striking a ground-coupled vertical
plate on its largest exposed surface, generating shear waves perpendicular to the direction
of the blow (Hasbrouck, 1991). Jolly (1956) constructed a recoil device coupled to the
ground by spikes. Detonation of a small charge of dynamite produced the horizontal
force needed to produce shear waves travelling perpendicular to the direction of escaping
gas (Jolly, 1956). More invasive, seismic shear wave sources involve impacts or
explosive detonations on the wall of a trench or borehole (Garotta, 1999). Herein, we
develop a recoil device (Jolly, 1956) that can be implemented as a single-user, lightweight (17.9 kg), impulsive, ground-surface-coupled SH-wave generator. This source
can be used to collect several hundred shotpoint gathers per day. We test this new shear
source to investigate several source attributes, focusing on total output energy, spectral
content, and repeatability.
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2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Mechanical Design of New Shear Source
Our source (Figure 2.1) consists of a thick-walled (2 1/8”/5.4 cm) cylinder
(5”/12.7 cm diameter), mounted so that it expels gas horizontally. Two U-shaped holders
cradle the cylinder and secure it to the base-plate which is coupled to the ground by 8
steel spikes. The cylinder is overly thick (3”/7.6 cm breech plug rear of the charge and 2
1/8”/5.4 cm thick barrel wall) to ensure complete safety during use. Normal safety
standards for this type of device require a ¾”/1.9 cm thick steel breech plug rear of the
charge and a 0.375”/9.825 mm thick steel barrel wall (The North-South Skirmish
Association, 2010).

Figure 2. 1. A) A cross-section and two side view drawings of electro-mechanical shear
source (B). C) Side view schematic of shear source and D) rear view schematic of shear
source. Units are in centimeters.
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The breech confines a 12-gauge shotgun shell to the shell-holder, a metal tube
which inserts securely into the cylinder and eases loading and unloading of the shell. The
45 grain (2.4 g) black-powder (FFF) charge propels ~24 g Fe3O4, an inert,
environmentally safe ballast. A dual-use firing pin threads into the double-bolt-action
breech allowing the powder charge to be detonated either mechanically or electrically.
Produced heat and sound are confined by a detached, exterior cover consisting of a
wooden box padded with foam. This box greatly attenuates sound waves, minimizing
noise when used in urban settings.
2.3.2 Field Test
We conduct field tests at the 17th Street Canal levee breach (Rogers et al., 2008)
site in New Orleans, Louisiana (30.017 deg. N, 90.121 deg. W) and at an instrumented
test borehole at Millsaps College in Jackson, Mississippi (32.325 deg. N, 93.182 deg. W)
to compare our new source and a traditional hammer impact source (Figure 2.2). Seismic
experiments at the 17th Street Canal site included a series of shotpoint gathers (Thomas et
al., 2002) and a pseudo-walkaway test (Vincent et al., 2005) intended to test the
repeatability of the source. The instrumented borehole is selected as a test site because of
the well-documented lithology (Butler and Harris, 2008) and the availability of a threecomponent downhole geophone. The direct-arrival at the borehole is used to analyze the
direct-arrival signal quality.
2.3.2.1 Background Geology of the Test Sites. Background geology of test sites
is important when making assumptions on how a particular source will perform at other
locations because source signal is highly influenced by physical properties of the
propagating media. An initially broadband signal generated by a common source will
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have different spectral characteristics when recorded at the sensor that depend on the
degree of attenuation experienced along its travel path. Higher attenuation and slower
seismic velocities are expected in the unconsolidated sands and clays at our test sites
because unconsolidated materials are less elastic than their consolidated counterparts
(Jarrard et al., 2000; Fernandez and Santamarina, 2001).

Figure 2. 2. Site locations of source tests. Locations for source test sites in south-central
USA. Site (A) is located in New Orleans, Louisiana along the 17th Street Canal (30.017
N 90.121 W) and site (B) in Jackson, Mississippi on Millsaps College campus (32.325 N
93.182 W) (WGS84).
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Sediments along the 17th St Canal (see A in Figure 2.3) comprise unconsolidated,
layered marsh and swamp deposits atop clays, silt, and sand (Rogers et al., 2008). At the
Millsaps site (see B in Figure 2.3) an instrumented test hole, cased with a 2 ½” (6.35 cm)
inner diameter (ID) PVC pipe, grouted into place, penetrates approximately 3 m of preloess terrace deposits (coarse sand and gravel), Pleistocene in age. Underlying the
terrace deposits is approximately 26 m of the Yazoo Clay, Upper Eocene in age (Butler
and Harris, 2008).

Figure 2. 3. Stratigraphic columns. Descriptions of A) sediments along the 17th Street
Canal and B) around the instrumented borehole at Millsaps College, Mississippi.
Formation names label the Millsaps sediments. Informal names and descriptions identify
sediments at the New Orleans, Louisiana site. At the Millsaps College site, events
emanate from within the Yazoo Clay (~25 m) and at the Yazoo-Moodys Branch
Boundary (~29 m). An impedence contrast within the Yazoo Clay is confirmed through
well log analysis. Columns are not on same scale.
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2.3.2.2 Seismic Acquisition and Array Geometry. At the 17th Street Canal site, a
different acquisition system (Table 2.1) is implemented for each source. Geophones
mounted to steel plates allow faster sensor deployment (Lorenzo et al., 2006). However,
when using the new shear source, shotpoint gathers show high frequency noise as a result
of energy propagating through steel cables connecting each plate. The high frequency
noise is much higher (300-400 Hz) than the frequency content of the shear-wave arrivals
and is filtered from the data set. The plates are not connected by cables when using the
hammer impact source. Setting up the new source and moving the geophones 15 m
between shotpoints takes ~5 minutes with two people attending the source and receivers,
and one person controlling the acquisition system. The acquisition system used with the
new source utilizes a diesel generator which emits additional noise. This noise has a
dominant frequency of 60 Hz, but is several orders of magnitude lower in amplitude than
the first shear arrival.
Table 2. 1. Seismic acquisition equipment and parameters at the 17th Street Canal site.
Abbreviations: record length (RL), sample interval (SI), total number of geophones (G),
geophone spacing (ΔG), and the smallest shot-receiver offset (X). Geophones lie along a
N-S line with an E-W orientation.
17th St Canal
Hammer Source
Acquisition system
Geophone type
New Shear source
Acquisition system
Geophone type

Hammer Source
New Shear Source

Equipment
3.6 kg hammer and 27.9 cm of 15.2 x 15.2 cm I-beam
24 channel, 24 bit R24 Geometrics seismograph
Mark Products L-28D 30 Hz Horizontal
2400 channel, 24 bit Sercel SN388 seismograph powered by
a diesel generator
Mark Products L-28D 30 Hz Horizontal
Hardware Settings
RL
SI
G
ΔG
X
1s
250 µs
23
30 cm
30 cm
3s
1 ms
23
1m
1m
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The upper ~8 m of sediment was surveyed using a range of 1-24 m sourcereceiver offsets (Table 2.1). This shallow zone (0-8 m) is important because many levee
breaches, i.e., 17th Street and London Avenue Canals in New Orleans, Louisiana,
originate within these depths (Rogers et al., 2008). Twenty shotpoint gathers (15 m
shotpoint spacing) were collected with the new shear source. Four gathers (6.9 m shot
spacing) of a pseudo-walkaway test were collected with the hammer impact source.
Source signal generated by hammer blows on each side of the I-beam improve
seismic data quality because the shear arrivals are of opposite polarity and constructively
interfere upon subtraction. The compressional arrivals are of the same polarity and
cancel out when the signals are subtracted (Helbig, 1987). For the new shear source, a
single shot proved adequate. If time were not an issue, the source could easily be
reversed to perform the same data quality improvement.
At the Millsaps test well site (Table 2.2), a three-component geophone is fixed at
depths of 15 m and 30 m in the borehole. We shot from the surface, 2 m and 1 m west of
the borehole, with the hammer impact source and the electro-mechanical shear source,
respectively.
Table 2. 2. Seismic acquisition equipment and parameters at the Millsaps test well.
Abbreviations: record length (RL), sample interval (SI), total number of geophones (G),
geophone spacing (ΔG), and the smallest shot-receiver offset (X).
Millsaps Test Well
Hammer Source
Acquisition system
Geophone type
New Shear Source
Acquisition system
Geophone type

Hammer Source
New Shear Source

Equipment
1.8 kg hammer and 31 cm of 23 x 12 cm I-beam
24 channel, 24 bit Seistronix RAS-24 seismograph
GEOSTUFF BHG-3 3-component 14 Hz
24 channel, 24 bit Seistronix RAS-24 seismograph
GEOSTUFF BHG-3 3-component 14 Hz
Hardware Settings
RL
SI
G
ΔG
X
0.5 s
250 µs
2
15 m
15 m
0.5 s
125 µs
2
15 m
15 m
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Table 2. 3. Seismic attributes. Energy content and frequency analyses including sum of
absolute amplitudes (∑ A) of the entire dataset, along with frequency range (f Range),
peak frequency (Peak f) (Figure 2.7), and maximum amplitude (Max A) (Figure 2.7)
analyses of the source wavelet.
17th St Canal
∑A
Hammer Source
New Source
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6.3x10
1.0x105

f Range (Hz)

Peak f (Hz)

Max A

30-60
30-100

45
65

5.4x106
1.3x103

Millsaps Test Well
Hammer Source

1.3x108

30-80

50

4.7x104

New Source

8.0x107

30-130

78

1.2x104

2.3.2.3 Seismic Analysis. Total energy, SNR, and frequency content analyses
show differences between data collected after generating signal with the two sources
(Table 2.3, Figures 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8). The sum of the absolute trace amplitudes and SNR
are both estimates of source strength. At the 17th St. Canal, a comparison of the sum of
the trace amplitudes is an unreliable method of measuring source strength because a
different acquisition system is used for each source. This is because each acquisition
system will convert the same voltages from the geophones into different raw amplitudes.
With comparable noise, SNR is a good indicator of source signal energy regardless of the
gain on the respective acquisition systems. The SNR (Figure 2.8) for each source is
calculated by dividing the RMS amplitude of the first shear wave arrivals by the RMS
amplitude of the background noise (Figure 2.4). Data prior to the air blast are considered
noise. Data collected after using the new shear source have SNR of ~3 stacked blows to
the hammer-impact source. Peak frequency and frequency range of the data indicate the
seismic resolution of the data set. Frequency range and peak frequency are taken from
the Fourier transform of the first arrival in the nearest offset trace. Peak frequency is the
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frequency of the amplitude spectra with the highest amplitude. Frequency range outlines
frequencies having amplitudes >10% of the peak frequency.
Repeatability is measured in the frequency domain because consistency in the
frequency spectrum is more indicative of repeatability than a constant raw amplitude in
the time domain (Aritman, 2001). A measure of the repeatability (Figures 2.9 and 2.10)
of the source can be taken as follows (Eq. 2.1):
(2.1)
where n is the number of samples in a frequency amplitude spectrum and ATrace is the
amplitude at each frequency. Reference amplitudes (AReference) are derived from the
amplitude spectra of the first shotpoint gather (Figure 2.9, shot 1) (0-150 Hz). The new
shear source repeatability increases above 90% after approximately 4 m of offset.
Repeatability increases to >95% after 9 m offset. The increase in repeatability between
0-4 m offset is best explained by shallow heterogeneities and the decrease of near-source
effects (Haase and Stewart, 2010). Analysis of SNR and repeatability are only performed
on data collected at the 17th St. Canal site, because of the larger number of gathers and
geophones at that location.
Precision in t0 measurements is investigated by measuring the time between
initiating the shot and the burning of the fuse, which represents the shot fire time (Figure
2.11). The fuse is embedded in the black powder contained within the electrically
detonatable shells. A high voltage and current (350 V, 8.5 A) causes a 10 ohm fuse to
burn. The burning of the fuse and ignition of the black powder are assumed to be
simultaneous because black powder instability allows for fast detonation. Three tests
show that the fuse burns within 20 microseconds of shot initiation by the operator.
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Figure 2. 4. Shotpoint gathers collected at 17th St. Canal, New Orleans, Louisiana after
using A) a hammer impact source and B) electro-mechanical shear source. For display,
positive amplitude shaded traces are zero-phase bandpass filtered with corner
frequencies, 0-3-100-150. Amplitude measurements at time-offset points above the
inclined lines are used as noise measurements for SNR calculations (Figure 2.8). Traces
are gained using 0.5 s windowed AGC for plotting purposes but not for analytical
methods. Events are similar in the time domain, but frequency content varies between
the source data (Figure 2.5).
At the Millsaps test well site, traces derived from the N-S oriented component of
a three component geophone highlight the differences between shear wave data (Figure
2.12) generated by the new source and the hammer source. A time-domain polarization
filter calculated from eigenvectors of the co-variant matrix for the three component data
(Montalbetti and Kanasewich, 1970) suppresses tube waves produced by the new source
and ringing produced by the hammer source. Hodogram analyses are useful to confirm a
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common NW-SE polarization for both the shear wave direct arrivals (see A in Figure
2.12) and reflections (see B and C in Figure 2.12).

Figure 2. 5. Interpolated and smoothed, unfiltered amplitude spectra for A) hammer
source and B) electro-mechanical shear source at the 17th Street Canal site. In general,
broader frequency bands in the new source signal imply narrower impulses in the time
domain.

Figure 2. 6. Interpolated and smoothed amplitude spectra of extracted wavelets of first
shear wave arrivals (Figure 2.4) at the 17th St. Canal test site for A) hammer impact
source and B) electro-mechanical shear source. Shear arrivals show a broader frequency
spectrum for the new shear source, implying potential for higher seismic resolution.
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2.4. Results and Discussion
At the 17th St. Canal site, a traditional hammer and I-beam impact source and the
new, electro-mechanical shear wave generator produce data of similar SNR, 40-55 dB at
1 m source-receiver offset (Figure 2.8). The SNR is similar; however, the new shear
source produces an overall higher frequency signal (30-100 Hz cf. 30-60 Hz) at near
offsets (1-4 m) (Table 2.3; Figures 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7) and appears to have more signal
energy at farther offsets as well (Figures 2.4 and 2.5). This is also supported by a smaller
decline rate in the SNR trend (Figure 2.8) for the new source, at farther offsets.
Additional noise emitted while using the new shear source would explain why the
decrease in SNR, as source-receiver offset increases, is greater (~1 dB/m) with the
hammer source than the new source. The resolution appears better for the new source
because the data have a higher dominant frequency (~65 Hz cf. ~45 Hz) (Figure 2.7).
The differences in generated frequencies may be explained by the more impulsive nature
of the recoil. A sharper impulse in the time domain translates to a broader pulse in the
frequency domain.
Other factors also contribute to the viability of a new shear source. The new shear
source is highly portable, weighing <20 kg. The cost of the source is fairly low, <
US$2000 for the source and ~ US$0.35 per shotshell. The cost for the source includes
raw material cost plus labor. Shotpoint cost is calculated from raw materials alone:
empty shotgun shell, black powder, padding, and ballast. Site preparation requirements
are minimal; all that is needed is a fairly undisturbed surface with which the spikes can
couple. The time necessary to reload a shotshell into the source is short; <1 minute.
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Figure 2. 7. NW-SE polarized wavelets extracted from direct shear-wave arrivals (see A
in Figure 2.12) from data collected at the Millsaps test well site at 15 m depth. Wavelet
analysis performed for the hammer impact source in the A) frequency domain and B)
time domain and the electro-mechanical shear source in the C) frequency domain and D)
time domain show a broader frequency band and sharper impulse generated by the new
shear source.

Figure 2. 8. Signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) for various seismic sources decrease with
distance from the source. Calculated RMS values are taken from first shear wave arrivals
(Figure 2.4). With consistent signal attenuation, lower initial SNR and a smaller decline
in SNR (as source-receiver offset increases) indicates a higher noise level as well as
potential for a larger depth of investigation for the new source as long as the SNR slopes
cross before the signals becomes uninterpretable.
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Figure 2. 9. Amplitude spectra for several shots of a common-shotpoint gather along the
17th Street Canal site (New Orleans, Louisiana). Spectral amplitudes are very similar
between shots and indicate that the source is repeatable.

Figure 2. 10. Repeatability values are calculated (Eq. 2.1) between each trace in a shotgather to a trace in a reference shot-gather. These calculations are a quantitative
representation of the qualitative spectral repeatability (Figure 2.9). The lower values of
repeatability at near offsets (<4 m) are most likely caused by near-source effects and are
not indicative of poor overall signal quality.
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Figure 2. 11. Fuse burn test. At Time=0 s a power source (350 V, 8.5 A) is applied to
circuit. Representative V-t plot shows a large voltage drop when the 10-Ω resistor burns
at ~20 microseconds (A). The burning is assumed to result in simultaneous ignition of
black powder contained within the shotshell. The time between shot initiation and source
signal generation is ~20 microseconds.
Whereas the electro-mechanical shear source has advantages over the hammer
impact source in shallow seismic investigations, further modifications could increase its
efficacy. Potentially, higher total energy can be input into the earth. An increase of the
contact area between the source and the ground and an increase in the amount of recoil
may increase the amount of energy transmitted. More spikes, or longer wedges in place
of the spikes, can increase the coupling of the source to the ground. Muzzle velocity can
be increased along with recoil energy by decreasing the exit diameter of the barrel,
increasing the barrel length, or increasing the black powder load. Increasing the ballast
load will also increase recoil, thus increasing imparted energy. These last two
mechanisms are more important if inelastic deformation does not increase at a higher rate
than the applied force.
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Figure 2. 12. Time-domain polarization filtered horizontal (N-S oriented) component
seismic traces acquired at the Millsaps test well after using the hammer source (above)
and the new source (below). NW-SE polarized direct shear arrivals (A) are interpreted at
~0.06 s, confirmed by hodogram analysis. Reflections from impedance contrasts within
the Yazoo Clay (B) and at the Yazoo-Moodys Branch Formation boundary (C) are seen
in both plots, but are more prominent in the new source data.
2.5. Conclusions
Whereas a traditional hammer-impact source is useful in a variety of situations,
the new shear source has many advantages. The new source provides a more broadband
impulse (30-100 Hz cf. 30-60 Hz) with a higher peak frequency (65 Hz cf. 45 Hz) than a
traditional hammer impact source. The SNR of signal generated by the new source is
equivalent to approximately 3 stacked blows to a hammer impact source. As a practical
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tool, the new shear source is of fairly low cost, portable, safe, fast, and has minimal
environmental impact.
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3. A constitutive elastic model for predicting seismic velocities of granular
materials
3.1 Summary
Seismic velocity models of the near-subsurface (<30 m) better explain seismic
velocities when all elements of total effective stress are considered, especially in
materials with large cohesive and capillary pressures such as clays. Current constitutive
elastic models that predict velocities in granular materials simplify the effect of total
effective stress by equating it to net overburden stress, excluding interparticle stresses. A
new proposed methodology calculates elastic moduli of granular matrices in near-surface
environments by incorporating an updated definition of total effective stress into HertzMindlin theory and calculates the elastic moduli of granular materials by extending BiotGassmann theory to include pressure effects induced by water saturation changes. At
shallow depths, theoretically calculated seismic velocities decrease in clay and increase in
sand with an increase in water saturation because interparticle stresses suppress the BiotGassmann effect. For standard sand and clay properties, net overburden stress becomes
more influential than interparticle stresses at depths greater than 1 m in sand and 100 m in
clay. In clays, the variation of seismic velocity with water saturation is almost double the
range predicted when only net overburden stress is considered to influence stress at the
grain contacts. The proposed model calculates seismic velocities that compare well with
measured field velocities from the literature.
3.2 Introduction
Current constitutive elastic models of granular materials are able to predict
shallow (< 30 m) seismic velocities in sands (Bachrach et al., 1998; Velea et al., 2000),
but can be improved to predict seismic velocities in clay-rich soils where additional
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interparticle stresses exist, caused by capillarity (Tinjum et al., 1997) and cohesivity
(Ikari and Kopf, 2011). Through improved elastic models, observed seismic velocity can
be inverted (Eberhart-Phillips et al., 1989; Aster et al., 2012) to better estimate
parameters such as water saturation, porosity, matrix elastic moduli, or pressure.
The influences of pore content, matrix composition, and pressure on elasticity can
be related through the elastic wave equation by implementing fluid substitution theory
(Gassmann, 1951) and granular contact theory (Mindlin and Deresiewicz, 1953).
Biot-Gassmann theory effectively explains the influence of pore constituent
variations on elasticity and density of the porous media. When pore contents, such as
water or air, have no shear resistance, the effective shear modulus is equal to the shear
modulus of the granular matrix. In conventional Biot-Gassmann theory, elastic moduli of
the granular matrix are considered constant. As water saturation increases in the pore
space, a decrease in the seismic velocity is attributed to the Biot-Gassmann effect (Wulff
and Burkhardt, 1997), because the bulk density increases more than the effective bulk
modulus of the overall granular material.
Hertz-Mindlin contact theory is used to calculate the elastic moduli of elastic
granular materials in terms of porosity, grain contact geometry, grain elasticity, and grain
contact stress. Net overburden stress (Eaton, 1969) is typically used in granular contact
models to represent stress at the grain contacts and is the weight of the sediment above
the grain contact minus the local pore pressure. Hertz-Mindlin theory predicts that
seismic velocity (V) will increase as a power function of stress (σ) (V1/6∝ σ) (Mindlin and
Deresiewicz, 1953).
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Total effective stress (Lu and Likos, 2006) (Appendix A) represents the average
stress carried by the granular matrix and was first defined as total stress minus pore
pressure (Terzaghi, 1943). Today the total effective stress equates to the sum of net
overburden stress and interparticle stresses (Bishop, 1959; Lu and Likos, 2006); that will
be the definition used for the remainder of this paper.
Interparticle stresses contribute to the total effective stress and include capillary
stress arising from the interfacial tension between grains and the wetting phase (Tinjum
et al., 1997), negative pore water pressure (Rinaldi and Casagli, 1999), and
physiochemical stresses caused by van der Waals attractions, electrical double layer
repulsion, and chemical cementation effects (Ikari and Kopf, 2011). Interparticle
stresses can be classified into stresses in fully saturated media (σCO), that confer cohesion
to sediments, and stresses in unsaturated media that result as water saturation changes
(σ’S, soil suction stress-Appendix A) (Lu and Likos, 2006). Interparticle stresses are
important in the near-surface (0-100 m) because they increase the stress at grain contacts
and can be several orders of magnitude (MPa) larger than the net overburden stress (Ikari
and Kopf, 2011). In the near-surface, interparticle stress influences on total effective
stress have been examined in detail for engineering and agricultural purposes (Bishop,
1959; Lade and Boer, 1997), but have yet to be included in constitutive elastic models for
predicting seismic velocity of granular material (Dvorkin et al., 1999).
Net overburden stress estimation can be difficult at depths near a changing water
table, because stress caused by the weight of sediment below the water table is effectively
lowered by buoyancy (Turner, 1979). In this case, buoyancy is the displacement of water
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by sediments (Archimedes’ Principle) and results in a decrease in total effective stress on
the granular matrix and hence the seismic velocity.
Several field studies demonstrate that both net overburden stress and interparticle
stresses, particularly in shallow unconsolidated sediments, are important to consider
when developing constitutive elastic models. Vanapalli et al. (1997) measure a ~100 kPa
increase (at 100 kPa of net overburden stress) in shear strength-- the resistance of a
material to shear failure-- of a sandy-clay till, caused by changes in interparticle stresses
as water saturation decreases. In shallow unconsolidated sediments, seismic velocities
can be underestimated if interparticle stresses are excluded when calculating pressure at
grain contacts. Lu and Sabatier (2009) document water saturation, temperature, stress,
and compressional velocity in shallow soil (< 1 m) over a two year period. The range in
measured velocities (260-460 m/s) cannot be predicted by changes in net overburden
stress (<5 kPa) and must also include changes in interparticle stresses (>350 kPa). In
previous elastic models, the exclusion of interparticle stresses for the case of deep
unconsolidated sediments remains valid where net overburden stresses are several orders
of magnitude more than interparticle stresses (Dvorkin and Nur, 1996).
We propose a constitutive elastic model, suitable for use in unconsolidated clays
as well as sands, and which estimates elastic moduli of elastic granular materials by
extending conventional Hertz-Mindlin (Mindlin and Deresiewicz, 1953) and BiotGassmann (Gassmann, 1951) theory to incorporate interparticle stresses (Appendix A).
Hertz-Mindlin and Biot-Gassmann theories are implemented to calculate effective bulk
moduli and shear moduli for granular materials (mixture of solids, gases, and fluids) from
bulk moduli and shear moduli of the individual grains. Seismic velocities are then
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calculated from these elastic moduli through the elastic wave equation (e.g., Ikelle and
Amundsen, 2005) (Appendix A). An updated definition of total effective stress which
includes interparticle stresses (Appendix A) is incorporated into Hertz-Mindlin theory.
Because total effective stress changes with water saturation, the bulk modulus and the
shear modulus of the granular matrix (Kmatrix and Gmatrix-- Appendix A) vary throughout
the full range of saturations. The elastic moduli of the granular matrix increase as the net
overburden stress increases with depth and vary with interparticle stresses as water
saturations change. Traditionally, Biot-Gassmann theory estimates elastic properties of
granular materials by varying the elastic properties of the pore space as the pore
constituents change in concentration but assumes that the elastic properties of the
granular matrix are constant. However, Biot-Gassmann theory can also account for
changes in the elastic properties of the granular matrix during changes in water saturation
by updating the reference elastic moduli of the matrix through Hertz-Mindlin theory
(Appendix B).
The influence of interparticle stresses is demonstrated by calculating theoretical
seismic velocities from physical properties of sand and clay (Table 3.1) with varied total
effective stresses and water saturations. Results show that our modeled velocities are
indistinguishable from those calculated from traditional Hertz-Mindlin and BiotGassmann methodologies at large confining pressures (>5 MPa) and low interparticle
stresses (<2 kPa); however, calculated seismic velocities for materials with large
interparticle stresses can be very different. As well, calculated seismic velocities
successfully compared to measured field velocities (Lu and Sabatier, 2009) obtained at
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small confining pressures (<5 kPa, e.g., < 1 m depth) and over a large total effective
stress range (>350 kPa) to validate the new model.
3.3 Theoretical seismic velocity calculations
Besides the constants assumed in the model (Table 3.1), estimates of total
effective stress and water saturation must be made in order to calculate seismic velocities.
Total effective stress and water saturation changes drive velocity differences because
they are the only variables that change within each case. Total effective stress for the
theoretical models is calculated by adding net overburden stress from the weight of the
sediment column and interparticle stress from van Genuchten fitting parameters and
water saturation (Song et al., 2012) (Appendix B). For all cases, we calculate seismic
velocities using either total effective stress or solely net overburden
Table 3. 1. Physical and theoretical properties and model parameters of sands and clays
for seismic velocity calculations. Capillary pressure calculations from the referenced van
Genuchten parameters (van Genuchten, 1980) yield pressures in psi for sands and kPa in
clays. Unrealistically low coordination numbers have been previously used to match
slow seismic velocities in shallow sediments (Bachrach et al., 1998; Velea et al., 2000).
The low coordination numbers (1) do not affect velocity trends.
Model Parameters
Grain Shear Modulus (Pa)
Grain Bulk Modulus (Pa)
Grain Density (kg/m3)
Grain Poisson’s Ratio
Porosity
Water Density (kg/m3)
Air Density (kg/m3)
Gravitational Acceleration
(m/s2)
Coordination Number
Van Genuchten n Fitting
Parameter
Van Genuchten α Fitting
Parameter (1/m)
Irreducible Water Content
Matrix Cohesion (Pa)

Sand
4.5 x 1010
3.66 x 1010
2650
0.15
0.35
1000
1.22

Reference

Mavko et al.
(2003)

Clay
9.9 x 109
2.5 x 1010
2550
0.15
0.56
1000
1.22

9.81

9.81

1

1

5.69

2

4.56
0.024
300

Engel (2005)

(Krantz, 1991)
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Reference

Mavko et al.
(2003)

0.01

Song et al.
(2012)

0.10
16000

(Bishop, 1960)

stress to highlight the influence of interparticle stresses. Theoretical seismic velocity is
calculated over a range of water saturations at constant depth to show the significant
contribution of interparticle stresses on seismic velocity in different soil types (Figure
3.1). We focus on using water saturation values greater than 10%, which is above
residual water saturation, and less than 95% because compressional seismic velocities can
increase over 103 m/s as water saturation approaches 100%. Normally, shallow soils are
not fully saturated and observed velocities are in the order of 102 m/s. We also focus on
this range of water saturations because interparticle stresses increase above a base value
within this range. Above 95% water saturation soil suction stress becomes negligible.

Figure 3. 1. Compressional (VP) and shear-wave (VS) velocities are calculated over a
range of water saturations for A) sand at 10 cm depth and B) clay at 1 m depth to
emphasize the contribution of interparticle stresses.
Velocity-depth profiles (see A and B in Figure 3.2) are calculated for sands and
clays with stationary water tables to illustrate the decreasing effect of interparticle
stresses as depth and net overburden stress increase. In this case we estimate water
saturation with depth from soil water characteristic curves (SWCC) (Appendix B).
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Pressure head-water saturation profiles converted from capillary pressure-water
saturation curves (e.g. SWCC) (Figure 3.3) are consistent with natural water saturation
profiles (Desbarats, 1995).

Figure 3. 2. Seismic compressional wave velocity-depth profiles calculated after pore
fluid reaches steady-state equilibrium for A) sand and B) clay. Water table line (phreatic
surface) shows where pressure head is equal to atmospheric pressure. Saturation at each
depth is input into the model, calculated from soil parameters (Table 3.1).
Several additional assumptions are made in order to calculate the seismic
velocities for comparison with measured field velocities. Calculations require reasonable
estimations of water saturation and total effective stress, both of which are presented in
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literature (Lu and Sabatier, 2009). Total effective stress is input for the range of observed
stresses. Total effective stress and water saturation measurements are highly variable so
we simplify water saturation input by correlating several water saturation and total
effective stress values from the raw data. Water saturation is highest (53%) at the lowest
effective stress and I assume that it decreases linearly until it reaches its lowest value
(10%) at the largest effective stress. This relationship appears to hold true (±2% Sw) for
the presented measurements. Total effective stress correlates with water saturation
because of soil suction stress. The increase in velocity caused solely by changes in bulk
modulus and density of the pore space is compared to measured velocities to further
illustrate that interparticle stresses must be included in velocity calculations.

Figure 3. 3. Soil-water characteristic curves for A) sand and C) clay calculated from van
Genucthen fitting parameters (Table 3.1). The capillary pressures are converted to
pressure head for input into velocity-depth models for B) sand and D) clay (Figure 3.2).
The water tables are at 0 m pressure head.
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3.4 Results
When interparticle stresses are included in constitutive elastic models, there is a
significant difference in predicted seismic velocities from traditional models. When total
effective stress is used to calculate pressure at the grain contacts instead of only net
overburden stress, theoretical seismic velocities can be up to 20% larger in sands (i.e., 0.1
m) and up to 60% larger in clays (i.e., 1 m). Over a range of 10-95% water saturation the
predicted seismic velocity in sand increases with water saturation, destructively
interfering with the Biot-Gassmann effect (see A in Figure 3.1). In clays, velocity
decreases as water saturation increases (see B in Figure 3.1), but when interparticle
stresses are considered the difference between the fastest and slowest velocities is twice
as large. At shallow depths (0-100 m), clays and sands may have different seismic
velocity trends with water saturation because of their respective interparticle stresses
(Figure 3.4).

Figure 3. 4. Calculated soil suction stress curves for sand and clay using the method by
Song (2012).
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Velocity-depth profiles calculated using either total effective stress or only net
overburden stress are most different at the surface and converge near the water table (see
A and B in Figure 3.2). Calculated velocities have similar trends as depth increases and
net overburden stress becomes the largest component of total effective stress. For the
modeled granular materials, net overburden stress equals the value of interparticle
stresses at ~14 cm in sand and ~83 m in clay.
Theoretical velocities correlate well with field measured seismic velocities which
increase as total effective stress increases and water saturation decreases (Lu and
Sabatier, 2009) (Figure 3.5) (Appendix C). Without interparticle stresses contributing to
grain contact stress, we would expect pore constituent concentrations to be the main
variables affecting seismic velocity. However, changes in the bulk modulus and density
of the pore space only account for an ~14 m/s increase in seismic velocity. Large
interparticle stresses (>20 kPa) are much more influential on shallow seismic velocities
(<30 cm) than net overburden stress or pore constituent concentrations.
3.5 Discussion
Interparticle stresses should be included in seismic velocity modeling of shallow
unconsolidated sediments, even in sands which have very low capillary pressures and
cohesion, but especially in clays which have very high interparticle forces. The large
velocity variations measured by Lu and Sabatier (2009) at constant depths are better
explained by interparticle stresses than density and elasticity changes during fluid
substitution—these can only account for an ~8% velocity change (Figure 3.5). When
predicting seismic velocities, interparticle stresses are particularly important at depths
less than 1 m in sands and 100 m in clays. At these depths, net overburden stress
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becomes a larger component of total effective stress than interparticle stresses. The
proposed model remains applicable at large depths (>1 km) where our calculated
velocities at large net overburden stresses (>5 MPa) are indistinguishable from previous
models (Dvorkin and Nur, 1996).

Figure 3. 5. Model verification. Model input parameters are for clay (Table 3.1) with the
exception of coordination number, which is changed to 4.4 to provide the best fit to the
data. Raw data were collected over a two year period in a shallow (< 1 m) soil (Lu and
Sabatier, 2009).
Total effective stress is a required parameter in the proposed model. In the
absence of direct measurements, total effective stress can be estimated from the SWCC
but specific temperature-pressure and wetting/drying conditions must be considered.
Hysteresis in the SWCC for clays during wetting and drying cycles accounts for as much
as 30% differences in capillary pressures and is attributed to a change in contact angle
between the wetting phase and the solid surface (Pham et al., 2005). Capillary pressure
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decreases by 3 kPa in sands as temperature increases from 20 to 80 °C (She and Sleep,
1998).
Some water table monitoring studies attribute longer seismic wave travel times to
shallower water tables because of the Biot-Gassmann effect (Birkelo et al., 1987;
Bachrach et al., 1998). In sands, calculations of seismic velocity that include
interparticle stresses predict an increase in seismic velocity with increasing water
saturation (see A in Figure 3.2) so that a lower seismic velocity may not be attributed
solely to the Biot-Gassmann effect. Instead, the longer travel times can also be explained
by a decrease in velocity caused by buoyancy. In normally-pressured sands, the net
overburden stress gradient can decrease up to ~9800 Pa/m with the addition of water, due
to buoyancy. Because of the decrease in the net overburden stress gradient, seismic
velocities will decrease (V1/6 ∝ σ).
As water saturation decreases in clays, calculated velocities have twice the range
predicted by effective bulk modulus and density changes of the pore space (see B in
Figure 3.1). In comparison to sand, clay shows a larger variation in predicted velocities
with changes in water saturation (Figure 3.1). This greater sensitivity of velocity to water
saturation makes clays more suitable for water saturation modeling.
3.6 Conclusions
An improvement in our understanding of total effective stress (Lu and Likos,
2006) in constitutive elastic models allows improved predictions of seismic velocity in
both shallow sands and clays if water saturation is known. The added effect of
interparticle stresses suppresses the Biot-Gassmann effect in shallow sediments. When
interparticle stresses are included, as water saturation increases, the decrease in seismic
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velocity can be 100% larger than with prior models. A larger change in seismic velocity
implies that water saturation can be modeled with more accuracy in shallow clays than in
sands. At depths greater than 1 m in sands and 100 m in clays, net overburden stress
becomes a larger component of total effective stress than interparticle stresses in the
modeled granular materials. The proposed model predicts seismic velocities that fit well
with field measured seismic velocities (Figure 3.5) under low confining pressures (<5
kPa) and a large range of interparticle stresses (>350 kPa).
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4. The competing effects of stress and water saturation on in-situ Q for
shallow (<1m), unconsolidated sand, evaluated with a modified spectral
ratio method
4.1 Summary
A field-transferrable lab experiment shows the simultaneous dependence of
quality factor (Q) on water saturation and stress in unconsolidated sand. Understanding
this relationship may allow the use of seismic attenuation as a constraint for field values
of these parameters. Large Q gradients (e.g.,>10 m-1) necessitate a spectral ratio method
modified to assume that Q changes with each raypath, thereby eliminating false Q values
(e.g.,<0). Local Q values (Qint) increase the most with depth (dQ/dz=43 m-1) and stress
(dQ/dσ=0.0025/Pa) in dry sand and the least in partially saturated sand (dQ/dz=10m-1 and
dQ/dσ=0.0013/Pa) where attenuation created by local fluid flow reaches a maximum.
Expectations for Qint values with depth can be extrapolated from dQ/dσ and are bounded
by Qint of the dry (QD) and partially saturated (QPS) media (e.g.,QD≥Qint≥QPS). Qint
deviations outside this range can be explained by a divergence in effective stress,
attenuation mechanism, or lithology.
4.2 Introduction
Field investigations into the simultaneous effects of water saturation and stress on
seismic attenuation have yet to be accomplished, despite many core-sample (Winkler and
Nur, 1982; Cadoret et al., 1998) and theoretical studies (Biot, 1956; Pham et al., 2002).
A field-transferrable lab experiment focusing on these relationships may yield attenuation
estimates to better constrain field values of water saturation and stress. Seismic
attenuation is often presented as a fraction of the energy lost per cycle by the inverse of
the seismic quality factor (Q-1) (see Equation 1.5) (Knopoff, 1964). Where Q is large,
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attenuation is small and vice versa. The use of Q is advantageous because it is intrinsic to
existing seismic datasets and more sensitive to pore-constituents than seismic velocity
(Winkler and Nur, 1982). Empirical Q measurements can also verify existing poroviscoelastic models for attenuation (e.g., Biot, 1956; Pham et al., 2002).
Although small strain (< 10-7) attenuation mechanisms are linear (Knopoff, 1964),
they are dependent on both stress and water saturation (Biot, 1956; Pham et al., 2002).
Prior laboratory experimental techniques are not yet fully transferrable to the field, but
their results show general expected in-situ relationships between Q, water saturation, and
stress. Different rock types (Winkler and Nur, 1982; Cadoret et al., 1998) and
unconsolidated sediments (Barriere et al., 2012) show similar trends in Q with water
saturation and stress, but Q is overall lower in unconsolidated sediments. Q is largest in
dry conditions, reaches a minimum at partial saturation, and increases again approaching
full saturation (Murphy III, 1982). Q is sensitive to water saturation because of
attenuation from local fluid flow, which reaches a maximum at partial saturation (Biot,
1956; Pride and Berryman, 2003). In general, larger stresses increase Q as grain contacts
become more elastic (e.g., matrix elasticity ∝ stress1/3 (Mindlin, 1949)) and attenuation
from internal friction between grains decreases (Pham et al., 2002). Q is frequencyindependent in dry conditions, but frequency-dependent where wet (Winkler, 1985);
nevertheless, the small change in Q (< 5%) over a substantial frequency range (0.8-70
kHz) (Blair and Spathis, 1984) justifies Q-measurement methods that assume a
frequency-independent Q (e.g., spectral ratio method).
The spectral ratio method (Båth, 1974) is commonly used (Tarif and Bourbie,
1987; Jongmans, 1990; Tonn, 1991) to produce robust, frequency-independent, in-situ Q
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estimates, insensitive to focusing effects (Tonn, 1991). However, in the presence of large
Q gradients the assumed equivalency of Q between the raypaths (Appendix D) of the
reference and measured signals can lead to false Q estimates (e.g. < 0), a common
problem in the near-surface for both surface and VSP seismic investigations (Haase and
Stewart, 2006; Raikes and White, 2006). For these cases, the assumption can be
modified so that the average Q along the measured and reference ray paths differ. Many
other techniques (Engelhard, 1996; Raikes and White, 2006) also suffer from the
traditional assumption of the spectral ratio method.
A publicly available seismic dataset (Lorenzo et al., 2013) (Appendix D)
collected in a mid-size sand tank (~6 x 9 x 0.44 m) is useful both for open evaluation of
the relationship between in-situ Q, water saturation, and stress and is collected with a
field-scalable methodology. The data were acquired as eight experimental seismic
datasets, each in the same sand tank at a specific water table level (WL1 through 8)
(Table 1). These data advantageously sample seismic attenuation effects over a range of
effective water saturation (0-1) and total effective stress (0-5000 Pa). A minimum of
three hours between data collection and imbibition allowed enough time for the water
table to reach equilibrium in the medium grained sand (Gillham, 1984). Q measurements
should be simpler in the imbibition case as less patchy saturation is expected (Toms et
al., 2007). Seismic source-to-receiver offsets range from 0.03 to 0.975 m and the sensor
spacing is 0.015 m. Prominent continuously refracted seismic arrivals are preferable for
estimating Q with depth because they ideally travel deeper as offset increases.
We employ a modified spectral ratio method to estimate in-situ Q because of the
large Q gradient in shallow unconsolidated sand. We estimate local Q values from
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average raypath Q values, penetration depths, and travel times. We expect observable
relationships between in-situ Q, stress, and water saturation similar to previous coresample resonance studies which could lead to a seismic attenuation constraint on these
parameters in the field.
Table 4. 1. Water table depths. Measurements are with respect to the top of the sand
body which is 0.44 m thick.
Water Table Level
WL1
WL2
WL3
WL4
WL5
WL6
WL7
WL8

Depth (m) (±0.02)
0.34
0.29
0.24
0.19
0.14
0.07
0.05
0.01

4.3 Modified Spectral Ratio Method
Both the modified and unmodified spectral ratio methods estimate in-situ Q
through a ratio of the natural logarithm of the amplitude spectra (frequency on the
abscissa) of two wavelets collected at difference distances from a common seismic
source. The slope (m) of a best-fitting line to these results is used to derive Q for the
propagating media (Appendix D). We modify the traditional spectral ratio method by
assuming that waves arriving at a reference location sample a different Q (Q0) than at a
measurement location (Qm), so that the slope is:
(1)
where t0 and tm are the travel-times (t0 > tm) to a reference and measured location,
respectively, and Qeff is the effective Q obtained by an unmodified spectral method. In
our approach, a positive slope (m > 0), is more simply interpreted as Qm > Q0 (cf. Qeff <
0).
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For an estimation of Qm (Eq. 1), we need Q0, t0 and tm. We assume Q0 =4, based
on previously measured attenuation parameters in partially saturated, unconsolidated sand
(20 cm thick) (Oelze et al., 2002). Travel times (t0 and tm) are more consistently picked
at the peak amplitude of the wavelets. We use the peak amplitude time, representative of
the frequency-independent group velocity, because frequency-dependent travel times and
their phase velocities are often difficult to distinguish in seismic data (Futterman, 1962).
Discrete sections of the waveform are sampled for spectral ratio calculation.
Wavelets received at distances larger than several wavelengths from the source (~> 0.3
m) show fewer near-field effects (Haase and Stewart, 2010) and less interference from
surface waves. In order to increase accuracy of Qm estimates (Reine et al., 2009) we
confine spectral ratio calculation to frequencies neighboring the peak frequency and
whose amplitudes are > 30% peak frequency.
Each Qm value is calculated from spectral ratios with common receivers to
remove the effects of variable bandwidth sensitivity between the eight receivers
(Mateeva, 2003) (Appendix D). Bandwidth sensitivity remains an issue by influencing
the slope (m) of the spectral ratios for different receivers, allowing larger variations in
measured Q values than indicated by presented errors (< ±0.9 cf. ±0.1).
The modified spectral ratio method generates reliable in-situ Qm estimates (±0.1).
Spectral ratios are statistically significant with strong linear correlations (correlation
coefficient: r > 0.95) (Appendix D) between spectral ratio and frequency over adequate
sample sizes (n > 3). Qm estimates remain comparable (±10-1) after several iterations of
Qm measurement.
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4.4 Q and the attenuation parameter (α) in highly attenuating media
For comparison with the results of other workers (e.g., Badri and Mooney, 1987;
Jongmans, 1990; Barriere et al., 2012) we continue to use the low-loss approximation
(Eq. 2) (Futterman, 1962)
(2)
to relate Q to the attenuation parameter (α), which incurs at least a 10% difference (Q <
30) in contrast to the exact solution (Eq. 3):
Q

2
1 e

 2V
f

(3)

where V is phase velocity, and f is frequency.
4.5 Interval Q
To ensure monitoring of local changes in Q and not only the average Q over the
entire raypath, we estimate Q within depth intervals (Qint). Assuming we have a sequence
of horizontal layers with separate rays turning at the top and the bottom of each layer:

Qint 

tn
(4)
Tn Tn  t n 

Qn
Qn1

where Qint and tn are measured within each layer (n) and the travel time (T) and Q are
measured along entire raypaths to the top (Tn-1 and Qn-1) and bottom (Tn and Qn) of the
layer (Tonn, 1991).
Values of Qint are more influenced by the properties of the deepest few cm of each
raypath where much of the travel time (> 35%) is spent, so we assign values of Qint to the
bottom of each layer (±10-2 m). Linear best-fits characterize the overall change (dQ/dz)
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and linear dependence (r) of Qint with depth and represent how changes in water
saturation and stress vary Q.
Ray paths and their travel times are calculated (Slotnick, 1936; Cerveny, 2005)
from velocity-depth profiles (Appendix D) we develop by best-matching (±10-4 s) arrival
times of seismic reflection and refraction arrivals. Only those calculated raypaths that
surface nearest to actual geophone locations (±10-3 m) are selected (Appendix D).
4.6 Changes in water saturation and stress with depth
At any given depth in the sand tank, water saturation and stress (Figure 4.1) vary
with the location of the water table (WL1 through 8) (Table 1) and are calculated using
the physical properties of sand (Table 2) to aid in Q-depth interpretations. Soil water
characteristic curves (SWCC) are used to calculate water saturation with depth, because
pressure head-water saturation profiles converted from capillary pressure-water saturation
curves (i.e., SWCC) are consistent with natural water saturation profiles (Desbarats,
1995). A proven model estimates average stress at grain contacts (Lu and Likos, 2006)
by summing net overburden stress from the effective weight of the sediment column
(Terzaghi et al., 1996), interparticle stress from van Genuchten fitting parameters and
water saturation (Song et al., 2012), and saturated cohesive stress (Krantz, 1991; Lu and
Likos, 2006).
4.7 Results
The individual influences of either stress or water saturation on Q are consistent
with previous investigations. We detect an increase in Qint with predicted stress (Figure
4.2), because of a stress-induced increase in matrix elasticity (Pham et al., 2002). The
relationship between water saturation and Qint (Figure 4.3) is more evident where
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Figure 4. 1. As the water table rises (WL1-8), (A) water saturation above the water table
increases. (B) Below the water table, stresses decrease as the effective weight of the
sediment column decreases. Water saturation and stress estimates are calculated from
physical properties of sand (Table 4.2) (Appendix B).
Table 4. 2. Physical and theoretical values used in calculations of total effective stress
and water saturation. Porosity and fitting parameters are measured in a similar medium
grained sand, 0.35 mm (Engel et. al., 2005) compared to a 0.38 mm mean grain size
(Lorenzo et. al., 2013). Fitting parameters are calibrated for capillary pressures in psi.
Seismic data velocity models do not exceed 200 m/s (Lorenzo et. al., 2013). A BiotGassmann (Gassmann, 1951) poroelastic model implies a water saturation < 1 to explain
these low velocities. A saturated water content of 0.38 is reasonably consistent with this
assumption.
Model Parameters

Reference
3

2650

Sand Grain Density (kg/m )
3

1000

Pore Water Density (kg/m )
3

1.22

Pore Air Density (kg/m )
2

9.81
0.40
5.69
4.56
0.024
0.38
300

Gravitational Acceleration (m/s )
Sand Porosity
van Genuchten n Fitting Parameter
van Genuchten α Fitting Parameter
Irreducible Water Content
Saturated Water Content
Matrix Cohesion (Pa)
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Mavko et al. (2003)

Beard and Weyl (1973)
Engel (2005)

Krantz (1991)

examined at a particular depth, as minimal stress change effectively isolates the influence
of water saturation. The decrease in Qint (Figure 4.3) at partial saturation (WL2-4) and
increase under dry (WL1) and nearly saturated (WL5) conditions are consistent with a
previously published poro-viscoelastic model for seismic attenuation (Barriere et al.,
2012) in sand, as attenuation from local fluid flow is predicted to peak at maximum
relative permeability (~60% water saturation) of the pore constituents.
Simultaneous changes of water saturation and stress affect Qint (Figures 2 and 4)
but help complement previously published results (e.g., Hamilton, 1976; Murphy III,
1982) which consider Q variations with each parameter individually. We measure
changes in dQ/dz (Figure 4.4) over a large range of effective water saturation (0-100%).
A strong linear dependence exists between dQ/dz for both dry (r > 0.94) and saturated
conditions (r > 0.90) where dry represents water saturation values of ~ 0.1-0.2; otherwise
the dependence is weak (r < 0.46). The highest value (43 m-1) for dQ/dz occurs under dry
conditions and the lowest (10 m-1) under partially saturated conditions. Our analysis
shows that over a small range of saturation (±5%) (Figure 4.2), Qint and stress (σ)
correlate well linearly; for example, under dry conditions (QD), dQ/dσ = 0.0025/Pa, (r >
0.77) and where water saturation is higher (e.g., 0.6-0.7), dQ/dσ = 0.0013/Pa (r > 0.7).
Furthermore, the maximum and minimum Qint values occur under dry and partially
saturated (QPS) conditions, respectively, (Figures 2-4). In our unconsolidated sand the
relationship between these extreme values can be approximated as QD≈QPS1.4.
Re-analysis of previous work (Winkler and Nur, 1982) that collected Q from
sandstone samples also reveals an analogous relationship between QD (water saturation
=0) and QPS (water saturation = 0.9) where QD≈QPS1.8. The smaller exponent in the
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analyses (1.4 cf. 1.8) of our experiment is likely because of the possibly smaller friction
between the unconsolidated sand grains.

Figure 4. 2. Representative Q-stress (σ) distribution over two constant ranges of water
saturation (0.1-0.2 & 0.6-0.7) can be approximated linearly. In our experimental data,
stresses are expected to range from 0-5000 Pa. Water saturation and stress estimates are
calculated from physical properties of sand (Figure 4.1). Interval Q values are estimated
from seismic data (Equations 1 & 4) (Figure 4.4) (Appendix D).

Figure 4. 3. Above the water table (WL1-5), the distribution of attenuation-water
saturation values estimated at 0.1 m (±0.01) depth (see Figure 4 and A in Figure 1) are
consistent with a best-fit poro-viscoelastic model (i.e., Biot Theory) based upon
attenuation measurements during imbibition in sand at a similar depth (0.17 m) (Barriere
et al., 2012). Attenuation increases progressively where the water table rises above 0.1 m
(WL6-8) because buoyancy decreases total effective stress.
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Figure 4. 4. The Q gradient (dQ/dz, solid line) above the boundary (dashed line) is
largest in mostly dry sand (WL1). Under low saturation conditions (~dry), increases in
Qint (±0.1) (black dots) with depth (±10-2 m) likely result primarily from increases in
stress. As the water table rises (WL2-WL8; thick, gray lines), the changes in linearly
fitted dQ/dz (10m-1-43m-1) result from the complicated relationships between Q, stress,
and water saturation. Q estimates obtained from a single receiver (gray triangles)
indicate that Q variability is receiver dependent.
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4.8 Discussion
In the modified spectral ratio method the reference Q (Q0) introduces a new
assumption and a potential source of error. However, a sensitivity analysis of Qm over a
large Q0 range (1-10) shows that overall trends in Q with water saturation and stress are
unaffected, where Q still increases with stress and reaches a minimum at partial
saturation. Trends help interpret the relative effects of stress and water saturation on the
data. For our system, estimations of Q based upon Q0 yield a range of Qm values
consistent with other studies in unconsolidated sand for comparable stresses and
saturations [e.g., Oelze et. al., 2002; Barriere et. al., 2012].
We note that we include the low-loss approximation (Futterman, 1962) to explain
the relationship between Q and the attenuation parameter (α) (Eq. 2) when deriving the
spectral ratio method, although it incurs at least a 10% error in highly attenuating media
(Q < 30). In addition to keeping Q estimates comparable to previous studies, the low-loss
approximation does not adversely affect the observed Q-trends with stress and water
saturation which are noticeable in both low and high-loss porous media. Moreover,
interpretations in high-loss porous media can be inhibited where a strict definition
relating Q to α is used (Eq. 3), because Q values decrease to an asymptote of 2π as α
increases and changes in Q become smaller and harder to distinguish. Whereas trends in
Q are still interpretable and increases or decreases in Q are still related to changes in
attenuation, when the low-loss approximation is applied to high-loss conditions, the exact
physical meaning of Q is no longer valid.
Changes in Qint with depth (Figure 4.4) can be interpreted from established
relationships between Q and either water saturation or stress. Because stress and water
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saturation both increase with depth, it is not immediately clear whether we should expect
a positive or negative dQ/dz. The positive dQ/dz values that we record (Figure 4.4) are
most likely because stress decreases attenuation caused by internal friction between
grains (Pham et al., 2002) more than partial water saturation increases attenuation via
local fluid flow (Biot, 1956) over our depth range. Although dQ/dz may remain positive
for every experiment (10-43 m-1, Figure 4.4), partially saturated sand has the smallest
values of dQ/dz and dQ/dσ-- e.g., 10 m-1 where saturation ranges from 0.3-0.7 (Figure
4.4) and 0.0013/Pa where saturation ranges from 0.6-0.7 (Figure 4.2) respectively. These
trends support the interpretation that minimal Qint values occur at partial saturation (0.60.7 in unconsolidated sand) for any given depth or stress, and likely result from local
fluid flow reaching a maximum (Biot, 1956; Barriere et al., 2012). Whereas dQ/dz of dry
sand remains constant over our depth range (0-0.3 m, 0-5 kPa), we expect dQ/dz to
decrease with depth because stress increases with depth and dQ/dσ decreases over large
stress ranges (e.g., 0-30 MPa (Winkler and Nur, 1982)). This decrease in dQ/dz is most
likely a result of elasticity increasing at a lower rate than stress (matrix
elasticity∝stress1/3) (Mindlin, 1949; Pham et al., 2002). A negative dQ/dz may be
expected over small depth ranges where dry or saturated sand transitions into partial
saturation and Q trends towards its minimum value (e.g., Figure 4.1: WL3, ~0.1 m).
In many of the experiments (WL6-8) we document a small dQ/dz (WL6-8)
(Figure 4.2) below the water table, likely resulting from a decrease in the effective stress
gradient (Figure 4.1). Where the sediment column displaces water its effective weight is
decreased (Turner, 1979), generating less stress at each depth. Because Qint varies with
stress, a reduced stress gradient causes Qint to increase less with depth. Below the water
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table, Qint decrease with stress is evident where evaluated at any particular depth after the
water table rises and effective stress decreases in the saturated sand. For example, at a
water table depth of 0.07 m we estimate a stress of ~1900 Pa and a Qint of ~4 in our sand
(0.1 m). However, after the water table rises to 0.01 m, stress decreases to ~1300 Pa
while Qint decreases to ~3 (Figure 4.3, WL6-8). Whether stress (Hamilton, 1976) or
water saturation (Murphy III, 1982) is more influential on Q is often debated; however,
the dependence of Q on both water saturation and stress emphasizes the importance of
each parameter.
Our current results highlight relationships between Qint values, water saturation,
and stress that may be used to place constraints on water saturation with depth, at least
for homogenous, porous media (Figure 4.5). In dry sand, because there is no additional
attenuation from local fluid flow, dQ/dz is largest (43 m-1, Figure 4.4) and Qint is most
probably dictated by the relationship between Q and total effective stress (dQ/dσ =
0.0025/Pa, Figure 4.2). From our results (Figure 4.4), Qint is largest in dry sand and is
expected to vary linearly down to a depth (z) of 0.16 m according to the following linear
relationship: Qint=43z+2.5 (Figure 4.4, WL1). Under conditions of partial saturation (0.60.7, Figure 4.2), Qint values are expected to be the smallest and can be approximated by
the relationship QPS≈QD0.71. Similarly, a previously shown relationship relates maximum
and minimum Qint values (i.e., QD≈QPS1.4) for our unconsolidated sand.
Because both dQ/dz and dQ/dσ vary with changes in saturation (Figures 4 and 2),
future field empirical studies that focus on variations of Q with stress and water
saturation may achieve improved resolution (±5%) field values of saturation from in-situ
Q measurements. Qint is more sensitive to water saturation than seismic velocity (e.g.,
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45% cf. <10% change @ 0.1 m depth, 0.1-0.8 water saturation), so it is more desirable
for seismic investigation of these in-situ relationships. The ability to estimate water
saturation with seismic methods would be particularly important in better constraining
hydrogeological studies (Arnold et al., 1998; Binley et al., 2001) or reservoir
management (Thakur, 1991), both of which implement water saturation sensitive
calculations.

Figure 4. 5. Potential seismic constraint on water saturation in sand is consistent with
previously shown relationships between Qint, stress, and water saturation (Figures 2-4).
Based upon (A) a typical water saturation profile for sand with a water table depth of
0.34 m (e.g., WL1), (B) the expected response (dashed line) is bound maximally by
dQ/dz observed for mostly dry sand (Fig. 4, WL1) and minimally by QD0.71 (solid lines).
Departures in measured Qint from expected Q values that are the result of only
saturation changes (QD≥Qint≥QPS) may be useful to detect unexpected changes in local
effective stress, such as caused by over-pressured strata, leaky pipes, etc. (Petak and
Atkisson, 1982) which may increase or decrease Qint (Pham et al., 2002) outside the
range of expected values. A change in lithology may also increase or decrease Qint
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because different materials exhibit different Q values, e.g., lab values show Q of 21 in
sandstone and 45 in oolitic limestone (Knopoff, 1964).
Unusually low Qint values (< QD0.71) appear for depths > 0.16 m in the
experimental data (WL1-5, Figure 4.4) and may be explained by an additional attenuation
mechanism. This unexpected decrease in Q occurs at a layer boundary between two
different mean grain sizes (~0.38 mm cf. ~0.31 mm) (Lorenzo et al., 2013). If grain-sizes
mix across the boundary, the expected decrease in effective porosity and permeability
(Chilingar, 1964) could cause heterogeneous saturation as capillary pressures at the
boundary would be larger than in either of the two layers (Brooks and Corey, 1964;
Fredlund and Xing, 1994). Heterogeneous saturation is predicted to result in lower Qint
values as the result of macroscopic (not local) fluid flow (Dutta and Odé, 1979; Pride and
Berryman, 2003) where the patches of saturation are larger than the acoustic wavelength
and water immiscibly invades the pore spaces previously occupied by air. However,
measured Qint values do not always show a large decrease at 0.16 m. For data acquired at
the highest water table depths (WL6-8, Figure 4.4), the water level lies above the
boundary, ample water is available for saturation of the pore spaces, and Qint increases to
expected values (QD≥Qint≥QPS). This Qint increase most likely results from the
dissipation of macroscopic fluid flow in the previously heterogeneously saturated sand.
The Qint increase with stress (Figure 4.2) and its expected minimum at partial
saturation (Figure 4.3) is observable in Qint-depth profiles (Figure 4.4) and predicted by
poro-viscoelastic models (e.g., Biot theory (Biot, 1956)); however, the small Q values
(<10) that we measure have yet to be explained (Barriere et al., 2012). In Biot theory,
waves that pass through media with large matrix elasticities are predicted to experience
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less attenuation than waves that pass through media with small matrix elasticities. The
current inability to estimate these low Q values may stem from the characteristically low
matrix elasticities of unconsolidated sediments (< 20 MPa), the same problem that makes
low seismic velocities (< 200 m/s) (Bachrach et al., 1998) difficult to model. An elastic
granular contact theory that explains low matrix elasticities of unconsolidated sediments
(e.g. extended Walton model (Dutta et al., 2010)) may potentially be used with a poroviscoelastic model (e.g. Biot theory) to predict small (< 10) in-situ Q values.
4.9 Conclusions
A field-transferrable seismic lab experiment shows that in-situ Q with depth is
sensitive to both stress and water saturation, consistent with Q trends from core-sample
resonance studies where Q increases with stress and reaches a minimum at partial water
saturation. Seismic investigations that focus on Q with stress over a wide range of
constant saturation values may allow the use of seismic attenuation as a constraint for
field values of these parameters, applicable in hydrogeological studies or reservoir
management. Qint not only shows linear dependence upon stress where dry (e.g., 0.1-0.2
water saturation: 0.0025/Pa, r > 0.77) but also at any constant saturation (e.g., 0.6-0.7
water saturation: 0.0013/Pa, r > 0.7). Furthermore, minimal dQ/dz at partial saturation
(e.g., dry = 43 m-1, partially saturated = 10-13 m-1) is interpreted to result from local fluid
flow reaching a maximum. Qint is largest in dry sand and smallest where partially
saturated (e.g., QD≈QPS1.4). Q deviations outside the range of minimum and maximum Q
values predicted by local fluid flow (QD≥Qint≥QPS) can be explained by a large change in
effective stress, differing attenuation mechanism, or contrasting lithology.
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A modified spectral ratio method eliminates false Q values (< 0) and provides
reliable Q estimates (±0.1). Low Q values (< 10) may be explained by small matrix
elasticities (e.g. < 20 MPa) characteristic of shallow, unconsolidated sediments.
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5. Conclusions
Seismic shear sources can be successfully utilized in media where otherwise
compressional signals are too attenuated to interpret. Field tests at the 17th Street Canal
levee breach site in New Orleans, Louisiana (30.017 deg. N 90.121 deg. W) and at an
instrumented test borehole at Millsaps College in Jackson, Mississippi (32.325 deg. N
93.182 deg. W) adequately compare our new source and a traditional hammer impact
source. The new shear source produces a broader-band of frequencies (30-100 Hz cf. 3060 Hz). Signal generated by the new shear source has signal-to-noise ratios equivalent to
~3 stacked hammer blows to the hammer impact source. Our new shear source
consistently generates a signal that is broadband in frequency and has a high SNR.
Seismic velocity models of the near-subsurface (<30 m) better explain seismic
velocities when all elements of total effective stress are considered, especially in
materials with large cohesive and capillary pressures such as clays. At shallow depths,
theoretically calculated seismic velocities show an overall decrease in clay and increase
in sand with an increase in water saturation because of their respective interparticle
stresses. Interparticle stresses either constructively or destructively interfere with the
Biot-Gassmann effect, depending upon physical properties of the granular matrix. For
standard sand and clay properties, net overburden stress becomes more influential than
interparticle stresses at depths greater than 1 m in sand and 100 m in clay. In clays, the
range of seismic velocity values over the varying water saturations almost doubles the
range when only net overburden stress is considered to influence stress at the grain
contacts. Velocity is more sensitive to water saturation in clays, which implies that
modeling of water saturation may be accomplished with higher resolution in clays. The
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proposed model calculates seismic velocities that compare well with measured field
velocities from the literature.
A field-transferrable seismic lab experiment shows that in-situ Q with depth is
sensitive to both stress and water saturation, consistent with Q trends from core-sample
resonance studies where Q increases with stress and reaches a minimum at partial water
saturation. Seismic investigations that focus on Q with stress over a wide range of
constant saturation values may allow the use of seismic attenuation as a constraint for
field values of these parameters, applicable in hydrogeological studies or reservoir
management. Qint not only shows linear dependence upon stress where dry (e.g., 0.1-0.2
water saturation: 0.0025/Pa, r > 0.77) but also at any constant saturation (e.g., 0.6-0.7
water saturation: 0.0013/Pa, r > 0.7). Furthermore, minimal dQ/dz at partial saturation
(e.g., dry = 43 m-1, partially saturated = 10-13 m-1) is interpreted to result from local fluid
flow reaching a maximum. Qint is largest in dry sand and smallest where partially
saturated (e.g., QD≈QPS1.4). Q deviations outside the range of minimum and maximum Q
values predicted by local fluid flow (QD≥Qint≥QPS) can be explained by a large change in
effective stress, differing attenuation mechanism, or contrasting lithology.
A modified spectral ratio method eliminates false Q values (< 0) and provides
reliable Q estimates (±0.1). Low Q values (< 10) may be explained by small matrix
elasticities (e.g. < 20 MPa) characteristic of shallow, unconsolidated sediments.
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Appendix A
Perl Scripts
source_wavelet.pl
This program was designed to extract a wavelet from a wigb plot and investigate
the frequency content, peak amplitude, and travel time of a seismic event. For the
program to work, any seismic unix file (*.su) can be used. Change the variables in the
program to reflect the file location based on its working directory ($SU_DIR) and file
name ($file_1). The number of samples in the amplitude spectra ($headerns) and its
sample interval ($headerd1) must be correct. This is most easily achieved by running the
program, selecting the wavelets, and reading the ns and d1 output on the screen. The
initial plotted amplitude spectra will be inaccurate if the ns and d1 values were wrong
initially. When the WIGB plot appears, sections of seismic can be selected. Seismic is
selected by holding the mouse pointer over the beginning and end of the seismic selection
desired for each trace and hitting the “s” to save each point. Seismic selections must be
made for every trace, from left to right until the desired trace section, for the program to
work correctly. Exit the selection stage by hitting the “q” key. Enter the number for the
trace that you want to extract a section of seismic, with the leftmost trace being number
one. Note that this is not necessarily the trace number (e.g. if the first trace is designated
80, the program still thinks that it is trace 1). Wavelet information is stored in file
“peakfandt.txt” and images of the wavelet in the time and frequency domain are sent to
the screen.
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#!/usr/bin/perl
#AUTHOR: James Crane
#Date: 12-Oct-2011
#Name: source_wavelet.pl
#Version:
#Purpose: Extract a section of seismic data from traces. Used specifically to extract
#

wavelets from seismic data and to extract frequency content and amplitude

#

information.

#SET CONSTANT VARIABLES
#Sets the directory where seismic data is stored.
$SU_DIR='/home/jamesc/projects/shear_source/seismics/data/Millsapps_Gun/S/su';
#Name of seismic file to be analyzed. Use file name minus the .su.
$file_1='singleshot_paper.filtered';
#Sets the number of samples and d1 for the frequency domain traces
#Easily determined by running the program
#Generated amplitude spectra will be invalid if either of these these two constants are
#

wrong

$headerns=2185;
$headerd1=1.831502;
#Make wavelet picks. Pick the beginning and end time for wavelets from left to right for
#

program to work. Select a wavelet for every trace. Hover mouse over each point

#

and hit s to save wavelet. Hit “q” to exit picking mode.

sub pick_wavelets {
#Ensures a file is available so no error occurs during removal
`touch $SU_DIR/$file_1.picks`;
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#Removes previous picking file
`rm $SU_DIR/$file_1.picks`;
#Allows picking on the designated file in an autogained, unfiltered wigb plot. Saves the
#

picks to the designated file.
`sugain agc=1 < $SU_DIR/$file_1.su | suxwigb mpicks=$SU_DIR/$file_1.picks`;
}

#Retrieves the contents of a single line in a file, sub needs file name, and line number to #
extract.
#Opens the file, runs through the lines until the current line number matches the desired
#

line number. The sub returns the contents of the desired line.

sub call_line {
#Opens the file in the designated directory and file with the inputted extension _[0]
open(FULL_FILE, "<$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[0]");
#Sets context variable for line number to 0
$.=0;
#Stores each line to a variable until the inputted line number is reached (@_[1])
do { $LINE = <FULL_FILE> } until $.==@_[1] || eof;
#closes the file
close(FULL_FILE);
#the sub returns the line of the file designated in the sub call
return $LINE;
}
#Retrieves a section of a file by line numbers, sub needs file name to read, output file to
#

write to, start line number, and end line number. Opens a file to read from, a file

#

to write to, and prints contents of the file to the output file if the current line
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#

number is within the desired line number range.

sub call_section {
#Flushes the buffer
$|++;
#Opens the designated file and reads its contents into FULL_FILE
open(FULL_FILE, "< @_[0]") or die "Can't read @_[0]: $!";
#Opens and enables writing to the designated file. The old file is overwritten
open(PART_FILE, "> @_[1]") or die "Can't write to @_[1]: $!";
#Sets a counter variable to 1
my $iii=1;
#Sets the line number to 0
$.=0;
#Sets the end line number to the input (@_[3])
my $end=@_[3];
#Copies the contents of lines between the specified line numbers to PART_FILE.
foreach(<FULL_FILE>) {
if($iii>=int(@_[2]) && $iii <=$end)
{
print PART_FILE $_;
}
$iii++;
}
#Closes the files that were read from and written to
close(FULL_FILE);
close(PART_FILE);
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#Returns the name of the file that data was written to sub call
return "@_[1]";
}
#Calls the original file with the needed extension (blank for original file) and the header
#

value needed. Sub returns header value from file.

sub get_header_value {
#Uses the get header word command to retrieve a line of code that contains header word
#

and its value
$keyword=`sugethw<$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[0].su key=@_[1]`;

#Splits the retrieved line so that the value of the header word can be returned
@keyword1=split(/\t/,$keyword);
@keyword2=split(/=/,@keyword1[0]);
#Returns the value of the header word to sub call
return @keyword2[1];
}
#Takes the mouse picks from above and reduces them to just one column of times
#Opens two files, one to read from, and one to write to. Prints the first word from
#

each line of the read file to the write file.

sub column_a {
#Opens the designated file and reads its contents into ALL_PICKS
open(ALL_PICKS, "<$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[0]");
#Opens and enables writing to the designated file. The old file is overwritten
open(COLUMN_A, ">$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[1]");
#Goes through each line of ALL_PICKS
foreach(<ALL_PICKS>) {
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#Prevents errors
unless (m/([^\s]+)/g) {die};
#Saves the first word on each line to a variable
$col_a_i = $1;
#Saves the first word to a file and starts a new line
print COLUMN_A "$col_a_i\n";
}
#Closes files that were read from and written to
close(ALL_PICKS);
close(COLUMN_A);
}
#Extracts wavelets from a seismic panel based on time picks made earlier, found in the
#

*.picks file. The result of this sub is a seismic unix file with the amplitude spectra

#

of each wavelet extracted

sub extract_wavelets {
`touch peakfandt.txt`;
`rm peakfandt.txt`;
#Opens the designated file to be written to
open(PEAK_FREQUENCY, ">peakfandt.txt");
#Creates a header for columns in the designated file. Raw data is added # later.
print PEAK_FREQUENCY "Trace\tDelta T\tPeak Frequency\tMax Amp Time\tMax
Amp\n";
#makes sure temp02 file is empty before the run
`touch temp02`;
`rm temp02`;
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`touch temp02`;
#starts the program with a newline
print "\n";
#loops through the data, based on the number of time pair picks
#Sets variables from header file of seismic data
#Sets samples per trace for x-t seismic data file
$samplespertrace=get_header_value('','ns');
#Sets the delay before 0 that is sampled
$delrt=(get_header_value('','delrt'))/1000*-1;
#Sets dt for seismic data file
$headerdt=(get_header_value('','dt'))/1000000;
#Only used if seismic file was created from SUIFFT
#

$headerdt=$headerd1;

#Sets several variables needed to pinpoint where the wavelet exists in the *.su file based
#

on time picks

#Sets starttime to the time value at the desired call line in the *.picks file
$starttime=call_line(".cola",'1');
#Sets the start line to be extracted from the seismic unix file, within each trace
$starttimeline=int($starttime/$headerdt+$delrt/$headerdt);
#Sets reference for each start line pair, i.e. trace 1 starts at line 0 but trace 2 starts at line 0
#

plus samples per trace
$startline=$samplespertrace*($tracenumber-1);

#Sets the start line to be extracted from the original seismic panel by adding the line
#

needed within each trace to the reference for each trace
$starttimer=int($startline+$starttimeline);
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#Sets endtime to the time value at the desired call line in the *.picks file
$endtime=call_line(".cola",'2');
#Sets the end line to be extracted from the seismic unix file, within each trace
$endtimeline=int($endtime/$headerdt+$delrt/$headerdt);
#Number of samples within each extracted wavelet
$samples=$endtimeline-$starttimeline+1;
#Sets the end line to be extracted from the original seismic panel by adding the number of
#

samples in the extracted wavelet to the start line to be extracted
$endtimer=int($starttimer+$samples-1);

#Strips the header from the seismic file to be analyzed and converts it to ascii format
`sustrip head=header.bin <$SU_DIR/$file_1.su | b2a n1=1 > temp03`;
#Takes the above outputted file and extracts the wavelet (samples between the lines
#

indicated). Call_section returns the name of the outputted file which contains the

#

wavelet for one trace
$temp_filename=call_section("temp03","temp04","$starttimer","$endtimer");

#Converts the above ascii file to binary, pastes the original header but changes the
#

number of samples to the number of samples in the wavelet.
`a2b n1=1 < $temp_filename | supaste head=header.bin ns=$samples > temp05`;

#Sends the extracted seismic section in the time domain to temp06, usually the extracted
#

wavelet
`sustrip < temp05 | b2a n1=1 > temp06`;

#Performs a fast fourier transform on the above outputted file, calls for the amplitude
#

spectrum, strips the header, and converts the file to ascii
`sufft < temp05 | suamp mode=amp > temp09`;
`sustrip head=headerfft.bin < temp09 | b2a n1=1 > temp01`;
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#Prints the above variables and file names/lengths for QC/debugging purposes
print "$start\n";
#

print "$end\n";

#

print "$starttime";

#

print "$endtime";

#

print "$starttimeline\n";

#

print "$starttimer\n";

#

print "$endtimeline\n";

#

print "$endtimer\n";

#

print "$samples\n";

#

print `wc temp03`;

#

print `wc -l temp04`;

#Displays the extracted wavelet for QC purposes
system("suxwigb < temp05 xbox=100 ybox=100 wbox=400 &");
system("suxwigb < temp09 xbox=500 ybox=100 wbox=400 &");
open(MAX_AMP_TIME, "<temp06");
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Creates an array with the contents of the observed trace, keeping corresponding
#

amplitudes and times at the same position in each array
@max_amp_time=();
@time=();
foreach(<MAX_AMP_TIME>){

$max_amp_time[$iii]=($_);
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$time[$iii]=(($iii*$headerdt)+($starttimeline*$headerdt));
$iii++;
}
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Sets reference for maximum observed amplitude loop
$maxampa=-100000;
#Goes through a loop of all observed amplitudes. If the amplitude is larger at a given
#

time, the amplitude and travel time are recorded.
foreach(@max_amp_time){

#Prints time and amplitude for QC purposes
#

print "$time[$iii]\t$max_amp_time[$iii]";
if (@max_amp_time[$iii]>=$maxampa) {

#Sets variables for amplitude and time and ultimately saves the information for the
#

largest amplitude
$maxampa=$max_amp_time[$iii];
$maxampt=$time[$iii];
}
$iii++;
}

#Opens and reads a file of the amplitude spectra
open(OBSERVED, "<temp01");
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Creates an array with the contents of the observed trace
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@observed=();
@frequency=();
foreach(<OBSERVED>){
$observed[$iii]=($_);
$frequency[$iii]=$iii*$headerd1; $iii++;
}
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Sets reference for maximum observed amplitude loop
$maxobserveda=0;
#Goes through a loop of all observed amplitudes, if the amplitude is
#

larger at a given frequency, the amplitude and it’s corresponding

#

frequency are recorded.
foreach(@observed){

#Uncomment line for QC purposes
#

print "$frequency[$iii]\t@observed[$iii]";
if (@observed[$iii]>=$maxobserveda)

{

$maxobserveda=$observed[$iii];
$maxobservedf=$frequency[$iii];
}
$iii++;
}
$referencet=call_line(".cola",1);
$deltat=$starttime-$referencet;

#Prints peak frequency in the frequency domain and peak amplitude in the
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#

time domain to the screen for each wavelet
print "\nPeak Frequency:$maxobservedf\n\n";
print "\nPeak Amplitude:$maxampa\n\n";

#Prints values for the following variables to the PEAK_FREQUENCY file
print PEAK_FREQUENCY
"$tracenumber\t$deltat\t$maxobservedf\t$maxampt\t$maxampa";
close(OBSERVED);
close(MAX_AMP_TIME);
close(PEAK_FREQUENCY);
}

#make wavelet picks, pick the beginning then end time for wavelets from
#

left to right for program to work

#This needs to be uncommented for the time picking to be interactive.
pick_wavelets();

#Select the trace that you want to extract the seismic section from
print 'Which trace are you extracting the wavelet from: ';
$tracenumber=<>;

#takes the mouse picks from above and reduces them to just one column of times
column_a(".picks",".cola");

#Extracts wavelets from a seismic panel based on time picks made earlier, found in the
#

*.picks file. The result of this sub is a seismic unix file with the amplitude spectra
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#

of each wavelet extracted

extract_wavelets();

#Removes temporary files
`rm -rf temp0*`;
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vmodsandtank.pl
This program is used to calculate velocity-depth profiles from physical
parameters. In its current form, the program calculates velocity-depth profiles for sand
with properties similar to the sand tank at LSU in the geology building and for water
levels used in seismic experimentation (Crane et al., 2013; Lorenzo et al., 2013). Water
saturation profiles input into the model are generated from van Genuchten fitting
parameters of soil water characteristic curves. Hertz-Mindlin theory is modified to
include total effective stress to estimate elastic properties of the matrix. Biot-Gassmann
theory is modified to measure the elasticity of the bulk material at different water
saturations. Quartz grain parameters can be modified to another material to model
seismic velocity.
The program has three main outputs: a water saturation-depth profile
(WT*.Sat_profile.pdf), a velocity-depth profile (WT*.Vp_Depth.pdf), and a text file
containing depth (m), effective water saturation, compressional velocity (from total
effective stress), compressional velocity (from net overburden stress), average velocity
(from total effective stress), rms average velocity (from total effective stress), and total
effective stress (depthmod.*.txt). The asterisk (*) represents consecutive integers
indicating the water level in the water level array (@wt) used to create the profile, the
first spot in the array is counted as 1.
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#!/usr/bin/perl
#AUTHOR: James Crane
#Date: 25-Apr-2012
#Name: vmodsandtank.pl
#Version:
#Purpose: Incorporate matric suction into Hertz-Mindlin and Biot-Gassmann theories
#

and predict stress and seismic velocities with depth based upon physical

#

parameters of granular materials

#initializes input value to blank
$keystroke='';
#Sets up R for use in perl
sub setup_R
{
#Uses R library
use R;
#Allows use of R references called between Perl and R
use RReferences;
#Starts the R module
&R::startR("--silent");
}
#Sub to set initial parameters for model. Currently sets grain parameters for quartz to
#

represent a clean sand. Parameters can be changed to fit other sediments.
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sub grain_parameters
{
#Sets the grain parameters to quartz
#Shear modulus of quartz grain
$G=4.5*10**10;
#Bulk modulus of quartz grain
$K0=3.66*10**10;
#Density of quartz grain
$rhog=2650;
#Van genuchten alpha fitting parameter
$afit=4.564292;
#Van genuchten n fitting parameter
$nfit=5.691477;
#Residual water content
$Or=0.024;
#Residual air content (not the actual residual air content but the percent of air saturation)
$Oa=0.05;
#maximum depth to model (m)
$maxdepth=1;
#depth step size (m)
$hint=0.01;
#Saturated cohesion of the sediment
$cohes=300;
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#Porosity (0<porosity<1)
$porosity=0.4;
#depth to the water table
$wt=0.6;
#Initial depth
$z=0;
#Coordination number
$n=0.6;
#Poisson's ratio (0<poisson<0.5)
$poissons=0.15;
}
#Changes model parameters to user inputted values for: coordination number, water table
#

depth, residual water content, residual air percentage, poissons ratio, porosity,

#

alpha fitting parameter, and n fitting parameter.

sub change_model_parameters
{
#initializes input value to blank
my $input='';
#repeats the loop until 'q' or 's' is selected
until(($input=~/q/i)||($input=~/s/i))
{
#Prints current model parameters to screen
print "\nModel values used\n";
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print "=================\n";
print "Coordination number: $n\tWater Table Depth: $wt m \tResidual water content:
$Or\t Residual air (%): $Oa\nPoisson's ratio: $poissons\tPorosity: $porosity\nAlpha
fitting parameter: $afit\tN fitting parameter: $nfit\n\n";
#asks user if they would like to adjust certain model parameters
print "Would you like to adjust Coordination number (c), Water Table Depth (t), Residual
water content (r), Poisson's ratio (v), Porosity (p), alpha fitting parameter (a), n fitting
parameter (n), Residual air content (in percent)(o) (Make selection by typing letter in
parentheses or hit 'q' to quit or 's' to keep given values and show plot): ";
chomp($input = <STDIN>);
print "\n";
#prints currently used parameter and gets user input to change parameter
if($input=~ /c/i){ print "Last coordination number used: $n \nNew coordination number:
"; chomp($n=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/t/i){ print "Last water table depth: $wt m \nNew water table depth:
";
chomp($wt=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/r/i){ print "Last residual water content: $Or \nNew residual water
content: ";
chomp($Or=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/v/i){ print "Last Poisson's ratio: $poissons \nNew Poisson's ratio:
";
chomp($poissons=<>); print "\n"; }
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elsif($input=~/p/i){ print "Last porosity: $porosity \nNew porosity: ";
chomp($porosity=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/a/i){ print "Last alpha fitting parameter: $afit \nNew alpha fitting
parameter: ";
chomp($afit=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/n/i){ print "Last n fitting parameter: $nfit \nNew n fitting
parameter: ";
chomp($nfit=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/o/i){ print "Last residual air content: $Oa \nNew residual air
content: ";
chomp($Oa=<>); print "\n"; }
elsif($input=~/z/i){ print "Last maximum depth: $maxdepth \nNew maximum
depth: ";
chomp($maxdepth=<>); print "\n"; }
}
#Returns input to the while loop so that it will be exited if “q” or “s” is selected
return $input;
}

#Calculates seismic velocites from physical properties. The order and variables:
#

0)$porosity, 1)$rhog, 2)$Sw, 3)$Or, 4)$afit, 5)$nfit, 6)$z, 7)$poissons, 8)$n,

#

9)$G, 10)$K0, 11)$overburden
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sub Vcalc
{
#Sets constants used in velocity Calculation
#Value of pi to 15 digits to remain consistent with Excel
$pi=3.141592653589790;
#Bulk modulus of water (Pa)
$Kwater=2.2*10**9;
#Bulk Modulus of Air (Pa)
$Kair=1.01*10**5;
#Density of water (kg/m^3)
$rhow=1000;
#Density of air (kg/m^3)
$rhoa=1.22;
#Gravitational acceleration (m/s^2)
$g=9.80665;
#Used to convert capillary pressure from van Genuchten equation from psi to pascals. Be
#

certain to know what the units of capillary pressure for your system.

$pressureunits=6894.76;
#calculates matrix density
#

$rhom=(1-$porosity)*$rhog;
$rhom=(1-@_[0])*@_[1];

#calculates effective saturation based on water saturation, porosity, residual water
#

content, and residual air saturation
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#

$SE[$iii]=($Sw*$porosity-$Or)/((1-$Oa)*$porosity-$Or);
$SE=(@_[2]*@_[0]-@_[3])/((1-$Oa)*@_[0]-@_[3]);

#Makes sure effective saturation is always non zero and positive
if($SE<0){$SE=1e-10;}
#calculates suction stress based on van Genuchten fitting parameters using the equation
#

presented by Song (2012), converts that number to pascals, and adds saturated

#

cohesion.

#

$suctionstress=($SE[$iii]/$afit*($SE[$iii]**($nfit/(1-$nfit))-

#

1)**(1/$nfit))*conversion factor+saturated cohesion;
$suctionstress=($SE/@_[4]*($SE**(@_[5]/(1-@_[5]))-

1)**(1/@_[5]))*$pressureunits+$cohes;
#calculates overburden above the water table, commented because overburden is
#

currently being sent from the main program

#

$overburden=($rhom)*$g*$z;

#

$overburden=($rhob-$rhow)*$g*@_[6];

#calculates total effective stress from overburden and suction stress
#

$P=$overburden+$suctionstress;
$P=@_[11]+$suctionstress;

#calculates total effective stress from just overburden
#

$PHM=$overburden;
$PHM=@_[11];

#calculates effective shear modulus of the porous sample
#

$Geff=((5-4*$poissons)/(5*(2-$poissons)))*((3*$n**2*(1-
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#

$porosity)**2*$G**2)/(2*$pi**2*(1-$poissons)**2)*$P)**(1/3);
$Geff=((5-4*@_[7])/(5*(2-@_[7])))*((3*@_[8]**2*(1-

@_[0])**2*@_[9]**2)/(2*$pi**2*(1-@_[7])**2)*$P)**(1/3);
#

$GeffHM=((5-4*$poissons)/(5*(2-$poissons)))*((3*$n**2*(1-

#

$porosity)**2*$G**2)/(2*$pi**2*(1-$poissons)**2)*$PHM)**(1/3);
$GeffHM=((5-4*@_[7])/(5*(2-@_[7])))*((3*@_[8]**2*(1-

@_[0])**2*@_[9]**2)/(2*$pi**2*(1-@_[7])**2)*$PHM)**(1/3);
#calcualtes bulk modulus of the matrix
#

$Kmatrix=(($n**2*(1-$porosity)**2*$G**2)/(18*$pi**2*(1-

#

$poissons)**2)*$P)**(1/3);
$Kmatrix=((@_[8]**2*(1-@_[0])**2*@_[9]**2)/(18*$pi**2*(1@_[7])**2)*$P)**(1/3);

#

$KmatrixHM=(($n**2*(1-$porosity)**2*$G**2)/(18*$pi**2*(1-

#

$poissons)**2)*$PHM)**(1/3);
$KmatrixHM=((@_[8]**2*(1-@_[0])**2*@_[9]**2)/(18*$pi**2*(1@_[7])**2)*$PHM)**(1/3);

#calculates bulk modulus of the pore space
#

$Kpore=1/(($Sw/$Kwater)+((1-$Sw)/$Kair));
$Kpore=1/((@_[2]/$Kwater)+((1-@_[2])/$Kair));

#calculates effective bulk modulus of the porous sample
#

$Keff=($Kmatrix/($K0-$Kmatrix)+$Kpore/($porosity*($K0-

#

$Kpore)))*$K0/(($Kmatrix/($K0-$Kmatrix)+$Kpore/($porosity*($K0-
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#

$Kpore)))+1);
$Keff=($Kmatrix/(@_[10]-$Kmatrix)+$Kpore/(@_[0]*(@_[10]$Kpore)))*@_[10]/(($Kmatrix/(@_[10]-$Kmatrix)+$Kpore/(@_[0]*(@_[10]$Kpore)))+1);

#

$KeffHM=($KmatrixHM/($K0-$KmatrixHM)+$Kpore/($porosity*($K0-

#

$Kpore)))*$K0/(($KmatrixHM/($K0-$KmatrixHM)+$Kpore/($porosity*($K0-

#

$Kpore)))+1);
$KeffHM=($KmatrixHM/(@_[10]-$KmatrixHM)+$Kpore/(@_[0]*(@_[10]$Kpore)))*@_[10]/(($KmatrixHM/(@_[10]$KmatrixHM)+$Kpore/(@_[0]*(@_[10]-$Kpore)))+1);

#calculates the bulk density of the porous sample
#

$rhob=$porosity*($Sw*$rhow+(1-$Sw)*$rhoa)+(1-$porosity)*$rhog;
$rhob=@_[0]*(@_[2]*$rhow+(1-@_[2])*$rhoa)+(1-@_[0])*@_[1];

#print "$Kpore\t$Kmatrix\t$P\t$SE\n";
if(($Sw>0)&&($Se>0)){
#calculates Vp and Vs using the elastic wave equation
#

$Vp[$iii]=sqrt(($Keff+4/3*$Geff)/$rhob);
$Vp=sqrt(($Keff+4/3*$Geff)/$rhob);

#

$VpHM[$iii]=sqrt(($KeffHM+4/3*$GeffHM)/$rhob);
$VpHM=sqrt(($KeffHM+4/3*$GeffHM)/$rhob);

#

$Vs[$iii]=sqrt(($Geff)/$rhob);
$Vs=sqrt(($Geff)/$rhob);

#

$VsHM[$iii]=sqrt(($GeffHM)/$rhob);
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$VsHM=sqrt(($GeffHM)/$rhob);
}
return ($SE,$Vp,$VpHM,$Vs,$VsHM,$P,$PHM);
}

#Uses R to plot velocity-depth and saturation-depth profiles
sub Rplot
{
R::callWithNames("options",{digits,10});
if(@_[0]=~'X11'){
R::callWithNames("X11",{xpos,@_[13],ypos,@_[14],width,5,height,5});
}
elsif(@_[0]=~'pdf'){R::callWithNames("pdf",{'',"@_[15].pdf"});}
#Sets the output for R plots, "X11" to simply pull up on screen
#R::call("@_[0]");
#Sets the X and Y limits for the plot
my @xlim=R::c(@_[1],@_[2]);
my @ylim=R::c(@_[3],@_[4]);
#Calls for a blank plot by putting one point at -10,-10 which is off the plotting area, sets
#

labels and limits as specified

R::callWithNames("plot",{'x',-10,'y',10,xlim,\@xlim,ylim,\@ylim,xlab,@_[5],ylab,@_[6]});
#plots x vs y which are set when calling the subroutine.
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R::callWithNames("par",{new,"true"});
R::callWithNames("plot",{'x',@_[7],'y',@_[8],xlim,\@xlim,ylim,\@ylim,axes,'FALSE',a
nn,'FALSE',col,1,pch,18});
R::callWithNames("par",{new,"true"});
R::callWithNames("plot",{'x',@_[9],'y',@_[10],xlim,\@xlim,ylim,\@ylim,axes,'F
ALSE',ann,'FALSE',col,2,pch,4});
R::callWithNames("par",{new,"true"});
R::callWithNames("plot",{'x',@_[11],'y',@_[12],xlim,\@xlim,ylim,\@ylim,axes,'
FALSE',ann,'FALSE',col,3,pch,4});
R::call("grid");
#Closes the pdf after plot is written
if(@_[0]=~'pdf'){R::call("dev.off");}
}
#

Body

setup_R();
grain_parameters();
#repeats the loop until 'q' is selected
until($keystroke =~ /q/i)
{
$keystroke=change_model_parameters();
#only runs rest of this part of loop if q is not selected in sub change_model_parameters
if($keystroke !~ /q/i)
{
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#plots velocity vs depth
#Rplot('X11',0,500,$maxdepth,0,'Vp (m/s)','Depth
#

(m)',\@Vpz,\@z,\@VpHMz,\@z,\@Vpzerror,\@z,800,0,null);

#Creates a velocity model for each water table depth listed in the following array
@wt=(0.34,0.29,0.24,0.19,0.14,0.07,0.05,0.01);
#Starts counter
$www=0;
foreach(@wt){
#Sets water table variable to current water table level in array
$wt=$_;
#Sets file extension to represent the current water level (1,2,3, etc.)
$www++;
#Initializes arrays used in the following 'for' loop
@z=();
@Vpz=();
@VpHMz=();
@SEz=();
@Vpzerror=();
@Vp=();
@VpHM=();
@SE=();
@Vperror=();
$Vpmin=$VpHMmin=10**9;
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#Initialize counting variable
$iii=0;
#Density of water (kg/m^3)
$rhow=1000;
#Density of air (kg/m^3)
$rhoa=1.22;
#Gravitational acceleration (m/s^2)
$g=9.80665;
#Opens a file and prints a header containing the model parameters
open(DEPTHMODEL, ">depthmod.$www.txt");
print DEPTHMODEL "Model values used\n";
print DEPTHMODEL "=================\n";
print DEPTHMODEL "Coordination number: $n\tWT Depth: $wt m \tResidual water
content: $Or\nPoisson's ratio: $poissons\tPorosity: $porosity\nAlpha fitting parameter:
$afit\tN fitting parameter: $nfit\n\n";
#Prints headers for columns of values that will be printed to the file later
print DEPTHMODEL "Depth\tSE\tVp\tVpHM\tVavg\tVrms\tEffective stress(normal)
\n";
$overburden=0;
$overburdenint=0;
$traveltime=0;
#Calculates velocities and water saturation from the surface to a depth designated in
#

$maxdepth. The sample interval is designated by $hint.
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for ($z=0; $z<=$maxdepth; $z=$z+$hint)
{
#Number needed to convert capillary pressure into pascals. Set to 6894.76 because
#

current capillary pressures are computed in psi. If the values are in kPa,

#

$pressureunits would be 10000. If the values are already in Pa, $pressureunits

#

would be 1.
$pressureunits=6894.76;

#Pressure head which is the water table level minus depth
$h=$wt-$z;
#Effective water saturation at each depth calculated by setting capillary pressure from the
#

van Genuchten equation equal to pore pressure and solving for saturation.
$Se=((($rhow)*$g*$h*$afit/$pressureunits)**$nfit+1)**(-($nfit-1)/$nfit);

#Water saturation is calculated from effective water saturation and known porosity,
#

residual water content, and residual air saturation
$Sw=($Se*(($porosity*(1-$Oa))-$Or)+$Or)/$porosity;

#Ensures that effective saturation is positive and non zero
if($Se<0){$Sw=$Or/$porosity; $Se=1e-10;}
#Sets saturation to full at and below the water table
if($h<=0){$Sw=(1-$Oa); $Se=1}

#Ensures that perl recognizes depth as a real number
$z=$z*1000/1000;
$z[$iii]=$z*1000/1000;
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#Calls sub Vcalc which returns effective water saturation, Vp with and without matric
#

suction, and Vs with and without matric suction

($SEz[$iii],$Vpz[$iii],$VpHMz[$iii],$Vsz[$iii],$VsHMz[$iii],$P[$iii],$PHM[$iii])=Vca
lc($porosity,$rhog,$Sw,$Or,$afit,$nfit,$z,$poissons,$n,$G,$K0,$overburden);
$traveltimeint=$hint/$Vpz[$iii];
$traveltime=$traveltime+$traveltimeint;
$Vavg=($z+$hint)/$traveltime;
$Vrmstop=$Vrmstop+$Vpz[$iii]**2*$traveltimeint;
$Vrms=sqrt($Vrmstop/$traveltime);
#finds the error between Hertz-Mindlin with and without soil suction stress
$Vpzerror[$iii]=($Vpz[$iii]$VpHMz[$iii])/(($Vpz[$iii]+$VpHMz[$iii])/2)*100;
#Calculates the bulk density
$rhoba=$porosity*($Sw*$rhow+(1-$Sw)*$rhoa)+(1-$porosity)*$rhog;
#Prints the values represented by the listed variables to the file DEPTHMODEL
print DEPTHMODEL
"$z[$iii]\t$SEz[$iii]\t$Vpz[$iii]\t$VpHMz[$iii]\t$Vavg\t$Vrms\t$P[$iii]\t$PHM[$iii]\n";
#calculates overburden for the next interval, below the water table
$overburdenint=(($rhoba-$rhow))*$g*$hint;

#Calculates overburden for the interval, above the water table which will replace the
#

original value if $z<$wt
if($z<$wt){$overburdenint=$rhoba*$g*$hint;}
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#Keeps a running total of overburden
$overburden=$overburden+$overburdenint;
$iii++;
}
#Resets counter for next water level
$iii=0;
close(DEPTHMODEL);
#skips this loop if q is selected in change_model_parameters
if($keystroke !~ /q/i){
#plots effective saturation vs error
#Rplot('X11',0,1,0,100,'Effective Water Saturation (Se)','%
Error',\@SE,\@Vperror,\@SE,\@Vperrmin,\@SE,\@VperrminHM,400,0,null);
#Rplot('pdf',0,1,$maxdepth,0,'Effective Water Saturation (Se)','Depth
(m)',\@SEz,\@z,0,$wt,1,$wt,0,0,"WT$www.Sat_profile");
#plots velocity vs depth
#Rplot('X11',0,500,$maxdepth,0,'Vp (m/s)','Depth
(m)',\@Vpz,\@z,\@VpHMz,\@z,\@Vpzerror,\@z,800,0,null);
Rplot('pdf',50,250,0.45,0,'Vp (m/s)','Depth
(m)',\@Vpz,\@z,\@VpHMz,\@z,\@Vpzerror,\@z,0,0,"WT$www.Vp_Depth");
#Effectively keeps X11 plot on screen until window is closed or right-clicked
#R::identify("x,y");
}
}
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}
}
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spectralratio_all.pl
The following program calculates quality factors of different raypaths using the
spectral ratio method, modified to account for Q changing with raypath. The program
uses a designated reference wavelet to compare other wavelets to. Quality factors are
calculated for a series of seismic files with a common prefix ($file_1) which is currently
WL and consecutively increasing endings starting with 1 ($TS). The outputs of this
program are a *.pdf file containing a graph of all spectral ratios (Rplots) and a text file
(linreg.txt) which contains the following values under their respective column headings:
file number from $TS or- as in the case of our paper - water level (WL), trace number
(Trace), time between max amp times of the reference and measured wavelet (Delta T),
peak frequency of the extracted wavelet (Peak Frequency), wavelet travel time (Max
Amp Time), maximum amplitude of the wavelet in the time domain (Max Amp), slope of
the spectral ratio (Slope), standard error in the slope (StdError), y intercept of the linear
regression of the spectral ratios (Intercept), standard error in the y intercept (StdError),
correlation factor of a linear regression of the spectral ratios (R^2), quality factor (Q),
error in Q measurement (Q std Error), and the error if the error in the reference quality
factor is included (With Q1 error).
Before running the program the following steps should be accomplished:
1. Outside of the program
a. You need seismic files that you wish to compare with a common prefix
and consecutively increasing numbers at the end, starting with 1 and
increasing (e.g. WL1, WL2, WL3, etc.)
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2. Inside the program text
a. Set a proper file directory ($SU_DIR) and file prefix ($file_1)
b. Make sure the ns ($headerns) and sample interval ($headerd1) of the
amplitude spectra are accurate
i. If these are inaccurate the quality factors measured by the program
are useless
ii. The easiest way to set these variables correctly is the run the
program once and see what the values output to the screen are after
selecting a few wavelets
c. Set which traces to compare to a reference trace (set $geophonenumber)
i. The program has the capability of comparing every nth trace to a
reference trace. To compare every trace, set $geophonenumber to
1.
ii. In our system, we had eight receivers. If you want to compare
each trace to a reference at its own geophone, set
$geophonenumber to 8.
d. Set the number of files that will be inspected, consecutively ordered
(1,2,etc.), by changing the $timesteps variable
i. This will add consecutively numbered suffixes to the filename of 1
through $timesteps
e. Set a quality factor for the reference trace (e.g. $Qref=6)
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i. Because the quality factor changes with raypath, a quality factor
for the reference raypath must be selected to estimate other raypath
quality factors
ii. The more accurate the reference quality factor, the more accurate
the measured quality factor
iii. The reference quality factor should be constrained by the measured
slope of the spectral ratio and travel times of the rays, because the
relationship between the quality factors of the two raypaths is
asymptotic.
f. Make sure the call to the “pick_wavelets” subroutine is uncommented
i. If picks are satisfactory, the subroutine can be commented out to
make subsequent runs of the program easier
To properly run the program:
1. On the unix command line type “perl spectralratio_all.pl”
2. Select the wavelets, start on the first trace even if you are not using it
a. Hold the mouse pointer over the beginning of a wavelet and hit “s”
b. Hold the mouse pointer over the end of a wavelet and hit “s”
c. Repeat a & b until all of the necessary wavelets have been picked for the
first seismic panel
i. Press “q” after all of the desired traces have been picked
3. Repeat step 2 for all of the seismic panels that pop up
4. Select a reference trace that contains the reference wavelet
a. The reference trace must be in the first file (e.g. WL1)
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i. The first file should be least attenuated for the best results
5. View output for quality control
a. Some peak frequencies (e.g. 91 when the rest are >500) and peak
amplitude times will be anomalous and their corresponding Q values
should be discarded.
#!/usr/bin/perl
#AUTHOR: James Crane
#Date: 12-Oct-2011
#Name: spectralratio_all.pl
#Version:
#Purpose: Finding the Quality factor of an event using a modified spectral ratio method
########################################################################
Spectral Ratio Program
Variables
########################################################################
#SET CONSTANT VARIABLES
#Sets the directory where seismic data is stored.
$SU_DIR='/home/jamesc/projects/sand_tank/seismics/data/sandtank/P/su';
#Name of seismic file to be analyzed. Use file name minus the .su.
$file_1='WL';
#Sets the number of samples and d1 for the frequency domain traces
#Easily determined by running the program
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#Generated amplitude spectra will be invalid if either of these these two
#

constants are wrong

$headerns=421;
$headerd1=91.575093;
#Would allow the user to use other traces than the first trace as a reference, keep as one,
#

not set up.

$firstuseabletrace=1;
#Measures the quality factors of every nth trace compared to a reference trace.
#

$geophonenumber=n

$geophonenumber=1;
$geophones=$geophonenumber*2;
#The number of files with consecutively numbered endings. For the files WL1, WL2,
#

WL3 $timesteps would be 3

$timesteps=8;
#Sets the quality factor for the reference trace. The more accurate this estimate is, the
#

more accurate the measured quality factor will be

$Qref=4;
######################################################################
Spectral Ratio Program
Subs
######################################################################
#Make wavelet picks. Pick the beginning and end time for wavelets from left to right for
#

program to work. Select a wavelet for every trace. Hover mouse over each point

#

and hit s to save wavelet. Hit “q” to exit picking mode.
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sub pick_wavelets {
#Ensures a file is available so no error occurs during removal
`touch $SU_DIR/$file_1$TS.picks`;
#Removes previous picking file
`rm $SU_DIR/$file_1$TS.picks`;
#Allows picking on the designated file in an autogained, unfiltered wigb
#

plot. Saves the picks to the designated file.
`sugain agc=1 wagc=0.01 < $SU_DIR/$file_1.su | suxwigb

mpicks=$SU_DIR/$file_1$TS.picks`;
}
#Sets up the R/Perl interface and allows R functions to be called from Perl, also sets up a
blank plot with specified axes labels and dimensions
sub setup_R {
#Uses R library
use R;
#Allows use of R references called between Perl and R
use RReferences;
#Starts the R module
&R::startR("--silent");
#Sets the output for R plots, "pdf" for *.pdf output. "X11" to simply pull up on screen
R::call("pdf");
#Sets the X and Y limits for the plot
@xlim=R::c(0,5000);
@ylim=R::c(-5,2);
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#Calls for a blank plot by putting one point at -10,-10 which is off the plotting area, sets
#

labels and limits as specified
R::callWithNames("plot",{'x',-10,'y',-

10,xlim,\@xlim,ylim,\@ylim,xlab,'Frequency(Hz)',ylab,'LN(A/A0)'});
}
#Takes the mouse picks from the subroutine “pick_wavelets” and reduces them to just
#

one column of times. Opens two files, one to read from, and one to write to.

#

Prints the first word from each line of the read file to the write file.

sub column_a {
#Opens the designated file and reads its contents into ALL_PICKS
open(ALL_PICKS, "<$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[0]");
#Opens and enables writing to the designated file. The old file is overwritten
open(COLUMN_A, ">$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[1]");
#Goes through each line of ALL_PICKS
foreach(<ALL_PICKS>) {
#Prevents errors
unless (m/([^\s]+)/g) {die};
#Saves the first word on each line to a variable
$col_a_i = $1;
#Saves the first word to a file and starts a new line
print COLUMN_A "$col_a_i\n";
}
#Closes files that were read from and written to
close(ALL_PICKS);
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close(COLUMN_A);
}
#Retrieves the contents of a single line in a file, sub needs file name, and line number to
#

extract. Opens the file, runs through the lines until the current line number

#

matches the desired line number. The sub returns the contents of the desired line.

sub call_line {
#Opens the file in the designated directory and file with the inputted extension _[0]
open(FULL_FILE, "<$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[0]");
#Sets context variable for line number to 0
$.=0;
#Stores each line to a variable until the inputted line number is reached (@_[1])
do { $LINE = <FULL_FILE> } until $.==@_[1] || eof;
#closes the file
close(FULL_FILE);
#the sub returns the line of the file designated in the sub call
return $LINE;
}
#Retrieves a section of a file by line numbers, sub needs file name to read, output file to
#

write to, start line number, and end line number. Opens a file to read from, a file

#

to write to, and prints contents of the file to the output file if the current line

#

number is within the desired line number range.

sub call_section {
#Flushes the buffer
$|++;
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#Opens the designated file and reads its contents into FULL_FILE
open(FULL_FILE, "< @_[0]") or die "Can't read @_[0]: $!";
#Opens and enables writing to the designated file. The old file is overwritten
open(PART_FILE, "> @_[1]") or die "Can't write to @_[1]: $!";
#Sets a counter variable to 1
my $iii=1;
#Sets the line number to 0
$.=0;
#Sets the end line number to the input (@_[3])
my $end=@_[3];
#Copies the contents of lines between the specified line numbers to PART_FILE.
foreach(<FULL_FILE>) {
if($iii>=int(@_[2]) && $iii <=$end)
{

print PART_FILE $_;

}

$iii++;
}
#Closes the files that were read from and written to
close(FULL_FILE);
close(PART_FILE);
#Returns the name of the file that data was written to sub call
return "@_[1]";
}
#Calls the original file with the needed extension (blank for original file) and the header
#

value needed. Sub returns header value from file.
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sub get_header_value {
#Uses the get header word command to retrieve a line of code that contains header word
#

and its value
$keyword=`sugethw<$SU_DIR/$file_1$TS@_[0].su key=@_[1]`;

#Splits the retrieved line so that the value of the header word can be returned
@keyword1=split(/\t/,$keyword);
@keyword2=split(/=/,@keyword1[0]);
#Returns the value of the header word to sub call
return @keyword2[1];
}
#calculates the number of start/end wavelet time pairs, which will be used in the wavelet
#

extraction

sub mouseclicks {
#Opens the file that contains all of the wavelet picks for each *.su file
open(ALL_PICKS, "<$SU_DIR/$file_1@_[0]");
my $iii=0;
foreach(<ALL_PICKS>) {
$iii++;
}
#Returns the number of picks, which will be twice the number of wavelets
return $iii;
}
#Extracts wavelets from a seismic panel based on time picks made earlier, found in the
#

*.picks file. The result of this sub is a seismic unix file with the amplitude spectra
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#

of each wavelet extracted

sub extract_wavelets {
#makes sure temp02 file is empty before the run
`touch temp02`;
`rm temp02`;
`touch temp02`;
#starts the program with a newline
print "\n";
$starttrace=$referencetrace*2-1;
#loops through the data, based on the number of time pair picks
for ($j=$starttrace;$j<$mousepairstotal;$j=$j+$geophones)
{
#Sets variables from header file of seismic data
#Sets samples per trace for x-t seismic data file
$samplespertrace=get_header_value('','ns');
#Sets the delay before 0 that is sampled
$delrt=(get_header_value('','delrt'))/1000*-1;
#Sets dt for seismic data file
$headerdt=(get_header_value('','dt'))/1000000;
#Only used if seismic file was created from SUIFFT
#

$headerdt=$headerd1;

#Sets several variables needed to pinpoint where the wavelet exists in the *.su file based
#

on time picks
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#Sets start time mouse click to use
$start=$j+$firstuseabletrace-1;
#Sets which line this click is in *.picks file
$startcallline=$j;
# Sets end time mouse click to use
$end=$j+$firstuseabletrace;
#Sets which line this click is in the *.picks file
$endcallline=$j+1;
#Sets tracenumber, so that we can call the correct portion of the original seismic file
$tracenumber=(($startcallline+1)/2)+$firstuseabletrace-1;
#Sets starttime to the time value at the desired call line in the *.picks file
$starttime=call_line("$TS.cola",$startcallline);
#Sets the start line to be extracted from the seismic unix file, within each trace
$starttimeline=int($starttime/$headerdt+$delrt/$headerdt);
#Sets reference for each start line pair, i.e. trace 1 starts at line 0 but trace 2 starts at line 0
#

plus samples per trace
$startline=$samplespertrace*($tracenumber-1);

#Sets the start line to be extracted from the original seismic panel by adding the line
#

needed within each trace to the reference for each trace
$starttimer=int($startline+$starttimeline);

#Sets endtime to the time value at the desired call line in the *.picks file
$endtime=call_line("$TS.cola",$endcallline);
#Sets the end line to be extracted from the seismic unix file, within each trace
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$endtimeline=int($endtime/$headerdt+$delrt/$headerdt);
#Number of samples within each extracted wavelet
$samples=$endtimeline-$starttimeline+1;
#Sets the end line to be extracted from the original seismic panel by adding the number of
#

samples in the extracted wavelet to the start line to be extracted
$endtimer=int($starttimer+$samples-1);

#Strips the header from the seismic file to be analyzed and converts it to ascii format
`sustrip head=header.bin <$SU_DIR/$file_1$TS.su | b2a n1=1 > temp03`;
#Takes the above outputted file and extracts the wavelet (samples between the lines
#

indicated). The subroutine “call_section” returns the name of the outputted file

#

which contains the wavelet for one trace
$temp_filename=call_section("temp03","temp04","$starttimer","$endtimer");

#Converts the above ascii file to binary, pastes the original header but changes the
#

number of samples to the number of samples in the wavelet.
`a2b n1=1 < $temp_filename | supaste head=header.bin ns=$samples > temp05`;
`sustrip < temp05 | b2a n1=1 > temp06`;

#Performs a fast fourier transform on the above outputted file, calls for the amplitude
#

spectrum, strips the header, and converts the file to ascii
`sufft < temp05 verbose=0 | suamp mode=amp | sustrip head=headerfft.bin | b2a
n1=1 > temp01`;

#Prints the above variables and file names/lengths for QC/debugging purposes
print "$start\n";
#

print "$end\n";
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#

print "$starttime";

#

print "$endtime";

#

print "$starttimeline\n";

#

print "$starttimer\n";

#

print "$endtimeline\n";

#

print "$endtimer\n";

#

print "$samples\n";

#

print `wc temp03`;

#

print `wc -l temp04`;

#Displays the extracted wavelet for QC purposes
#

system("suxwigb < temp05 xbox=100 ybox=100");

#Opens a file that contains the measured wavelet in the time domain
open(MAX_AMP_TIME, "<temp06");
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Creates an array with the contents of the observed trace. Each position in the different
#

arrays represents a corresponding amplitude and time
@max_amp_time=();
@time=();
foreach(<MAX_AMP_TIME>){
$max_amp_time[$iii]=($_);
$time[$iii]=(($iii*$headerdt)+($starttimeline*$headerdt));
$iii++;
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}
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Sets reference for maximum observed amplitude loop
$maxampa=-100000;
#Goes through a loop of all observed amplitudes, if the amplitude is larger at a given
#

time, the amplitude and time are recorded. This way maximum amplitude and its

#

corresponding time are recorded.
foreach(@max_amp_time){

#Uncomment for QC purposes
#

print "$time[$iii]\t$max_amp_time[$iii]";
if (@max_amp_time[$iii]>=$maxampa) {

$maxampa=$max_amp_time[$iii];
$maxampt=$time[$iii];
}
$iii++;
}
open(OBSERVED, "<temp01");
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Creates an array with the contents of the observed trace with the amplitude and
#

frequency of an amplitude spectra.
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@observed=();
@frequency=();
foreach(<OBSERVED>){ $observed[$iii]=($_);
$frequency[$iii]=$iii*$headerd1;
$iii++; }
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Sets reference for maximum observed amplitude loop
$maxobserveda=0;
#Goes through a loop of all observed amplitudes, if the amplitude is larger at a given
#

frequency, the amplitude and frequency are recorded. This way maximum

#

amplitude and its corresponding frequency are recorded (Peak Frequency).
foreach(@observed){

#

print "$frequency[$iii]\t@observed[$iii]";

if (@observed[$iii]>=$maxobserveda) {
$maxobserveda=$observed[$iii];
$maxobservedf=$frequency[$iii];
}
$iii++;
}
#Not used for quality factor calculation
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$referencet=call_line("$TS.cola",1);
#Not used for quality factor calculation
$deltat=$starttime-$referencet;
print "\nPeak Frequency:$maxobservedf\n\n";
#Prints the designated variable values to the PEAK_FREQUENCY file
print PEAK_FREQUENCY
"WL$TS\t$tracenumber\t$deltat\t$maxobservedf\t$maxampt\t$maxampa";
close(OBSERVED);
close(MAX_AMP_TIME);
#Copies temp02 to temp00, then adds temp01 to the end of temp00, this is output again to
#

temp02. This is to ensure that temp02 has all of the amplitude spectra for the

#

various extracted wavelets
`cp temp02 temp00`;
`cat temp00 temp01 > temp02`;

#

Prints the word count line information for temp02 for QC/debugging purposes

#

print `wc -l temp02`;
}

#Uncomment for debugging
#print "\n$TS\nthis is working\n";
#print `wc -l temp02`;
$reffilename="temp0$TS.ref";
print "$reffilename";
system("cp temp02 $reffilename");
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}

#Performs the spectral ratio method for Q analysis on amplitude spectra previously
#

extracted

sub spectral_ratio {
#Makes sure temp06 is there to prevent error message on first run through loop
`touch temp06`;
`rm temp06`;
`touch temp06`;
#Sets a counter so that the spectral ratio is taken for the correct number of traces
$jforsr=($mousepairstotal/$geophones*2)-(int(($referencetrace*21)/$geophones)+1)*2+2;
#Loops through data, based on the number of mouse clicks on original seismic panel.
#Stops at 2 before total picks because the last panel cannot be measured against nothing
for ($j=1;$j<=($jforsr);$j=$j+2)
{
#Sets trace number from which amplitude spectrum will be extracted
$tracenumber=($j+1)/2;
#Sets first line in amplitude spectra file to extract. Entire trace should be extracted.
$startline=int($headerns*($tracenumber-1)+1);
#Sets last line in amplitude spectra file to extract
$endline=int(($startline+$headerns-1));
#Can be used if a trace to trace analysis is desired as opposed to using a single reference
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#

spectrum

#

$temp_filename=call_section("temp02","temp07","$startline","$endline");

#Used to pull amplitude spectrum of first trace, which will be used as the reference
#

spectrum for all spectral ratio calculations
$temp_filename=call_section("temp01.ref","temp07",1,($headerns-1));

#Attempt to use a different trace as a reference, not working
#

$temp_filename=call_section("temp02.ref","temp07",1,($headerns-1));

#Takes the extracted amplitude spectrum and converts it into seismic unix format
`a2b n1=1 < $temp_filename | supaste head=headerfft.bin ns=$headerns >
temp03`;
#Variables reset to extract the second spectrum
#Used to pull amplitude spectrum of "observed" trace, which will be used in spectral
#

ratio calculations
$temp_filename=call_section("temp0$TS.ref","temp08","$startline","$endline");
`a2b n1=1 < $temp_filename | supaste head=headerfft.bin ns=$headerns >
temp04`;

#Plots the amplitude spectra of the two analyzed wavelets for QC/debugging purposes
#

system("suxwigb < temp03 &");

#

system("suxwigb <temp04");

#Divides the "observed" by the "reference" amplitude spectrum, then takes the natural log
#

of the resulting trace
`suop2 temp04 temp03 op=quo | suop op=slog | sustrip | b2a n1=1 > temp05`;

#Opens files for spectral ratio result, and input amplitude spectra
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open(ORIGINAL, "<temp05");
open(REFERENCE, "<temp07");
open(BASELINE, "<temp08");
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
@edited=();
@frequency=();
#Creates an array with the contents of the observed trace
foreach(<BASELINE>){
$edited[$iii]=($_); $frequency[$iii]=$iii*$headerd1; $iii++;
}
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Sets reference for maximum observed amplitude loop
$maxoa=0;
$rt=($referencetrace+($j-1)*$geophones/4);
#Sets a maximum frequency that will be checked in order to find the peak frequency
$reffreq=141507*$rt**(-1.053);
#Goes through a loop of all observed amplitudes, if the amplitude is larger at a given
#

frequency, the amplitude and frequency are recorded. This way maximum

#

amplitude and its corresponding frequency are recorded.
foreach(@edited){

#

print "$frequency[$iii]\t@observed[$iii]";
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if ((@edited[$iii]>=$maxoa) && ($frequency[$iii]<$reffreq)) {
$maxoa=$edited[$iii];
$maxf=$frequency[$iii];
}
$iii++;
}
#Prints max amplitude and peak frequency to screen
print "Max Observed Amp: $maxoa at frequency: $maxf";
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Sets reference for maximum observed amplitude loop
$maxoaref=0.1;
@reference=();
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Creates an array with the contents of the reference trace
foreach(<REFERENCE>){ $reference[$iii]=($_); $iii++; }
#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#Goes through a loop of all observed amplitudes, if the amplitude is larger at a given
#

frequency, the amplitude and frequency are recorded. This way maximum

#

amplitude and its corresponding frequency are recorded.
foreach(@reference){
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#

print "$frequency[$iii]\t@observed[$iii]";

#

print "$reference[$iii]";
if (($reference[$iii]>=$maxoaref) && ($frequency[$iii]<5000)) {
$maxoaref=$reference[$iii];
}
$iii++;
}
print "Max Reference Amp: $maxoaref";

#Start counter at 0
my $iii=0;
#initiates x and y arrays and makes sure they are blank
@x=();
@y=();
#Goes through each line of ORIGINAL and pushes values of frequency and Ln(A/A0)
#

to x and y depending on the if statement criteria
foreach(<ORIGINAL>){
$frequency=($iii*$headerd1);
if (($maxoa>0) && ($maxoaref>0))
{

#Only pushes amplitudes and frequency if the amplitude of the measured trace is at least
#

30% of the amplitude at the peak frequency
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if (($edited[$iii]/$maxoa)>=0.3 &&
($reference[$iii]/$maxoaref)>=0.3 && $frequency<=($maxf+500) &&
$frequency>($maxf))
{
push(@x,$frequency);
#Converts a variable from a text version of scientific notation into a number form that R
#

recognizes
@scinot=split(/e/,$_);
$numvalue=(@scinot[0])*(10**(int(@scinot[1])));
push(@y,$numvalue);

#

print "$frequency\t$numvalue\n";
}
}
$iii++;
}

#Closes files for spectral ratio result, and input amplitude spectra
close(ORIGINAL);
close(EDITED);
close(BASELINE);
#Assigns the frequency and Ln(A/A0) arrays to xdata and ydata in R
R::assign("xdata",\@x);
R::assign("ydata",\@y);
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#Plots the points xdata and ydata to the plot created in setup_R, sets the color of the
#

points to $j
R::callWithNames("par",{new,"true"});
R::callWithNames("plot",{'x',\@x,'y',\@y,xlim,\@xlim,ylim,\@ylim,axes,'FALSE
',ann,'FALSE',col,$j,pch,$j});
$tracenumber=($j+3)/2;
R::assign("referencetrace",$referencetrace);
R::assign("tracenumber",$tracenumber);

#sleep 2;
`touch temp99`;
`rm temp99`;
#Does a linear regression on ydata and xdata, sends the line of the linear regression to the
#

plot. Captures the output of the linear regression and saves it to a file
&R::eval("linreg=lm(ydata~xdata);
abline(linreg);
out<-capture.output(summary(linreg));
cat(out,file=\"temp99\",sep=\"\n\",append=FALSE);
out<-capture.output(vcov(linreg));
cat(out,file=\"temp99\",sep=\"\n\",append=TRUE);
“);
$reffilename="$SU_DIR/$file_1$TS.temp99";
system("cp temp99 $reffilename");
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#Calls the line in the linear regression output file that contains the slope information
$slopeline=call_line("$TS.temp99",12);
#Separates the slope information into individual variables
@slopeline=split(' ',$slopeline);
#Calls the line in the linear regression output file that contains the y-intercept information
$interceptline=call_line("$TS.temp99",11);
#Separates the y-intercept information into individual variables
@interceptline=split(' ',$interceptline);
#Calls the line in the linear regression output file that contains the correlation factor
$rvalue=call_line("$TS.temp99",17);
#Separates the correlation factor line into individual variables
@rvalue=split(' ',$rvalue);
#Sets trace number
$trace=int($referencetrace+($tracenumber-2)*$geophones/2);
#Flushes buffer
$|++;
#Sets line number to 0
$.=0;
$counter=$tracenumber-1;
#Position of the measured trace number in the array
$PFTREFTRNUM=int($tracenumber-1+((int($jforsr/2))*($TS-1)));
#Calls the reference trace information
$PFTREF=$PEAKFT[1];
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#Splits information into different variables
@PFTREF=split(' ',$PFTREF);
#Calls the line of the information for the measured trace
$PFT=$PEAKFT[$PFTREFTRNUM];
#Splits information into different variables
@PFT=split(' ',$PFT);
#Prints the line to the screen
print "\n$PFTREF\n";
#Prints variables to screen for QC
print "\n$trace\n$PFT\n$PFTREFTRNUM\n";
#Splits information into different variables again
@PFT=split(' ',$PFT);
#Initializes Q to blank
$Q='';
#Sets a standard error for the reference quality factor for error measurement
$STDERRQ1=2;
#Q measured with modified spectral ratio method Q=pi*t/((pi*t0/Q0)-slope)
if(@slopeline[1]!=0) {$Q=3.14159*@PFT[4]/(3.14159*@PFTREF[4]/$Qref@slopeline[1]);}
#Q std error based upon error in slope from the linear regression and sample interval
$Qerror=(((($headerdt*3.14159/$Qref)**2+(@slopeline[2])**2)**(1/2)/(3.14159
*@PFPFTR[4]/$Qref-@slopeline[1]))**2+($headerdt/@PFT[4])**2)**(1/2);
#Same as above error but also accounts for error in the reference Q
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$Qerrorall=(((($headerdt/@PFTREF[4])**2+($STDERRQ1/$Qref)**2+
(@slopeline[2])**2)/(3.14159*@PFTREF[4]/$Qref$slopeline[1])**2)+($headerdt/@PFT[4])**2)**(1/2);
#Calculates Q using the traditional spectral ratio method where Q is the same for each
#

raypath
if(@slopeline[1]!=0) {$Q=-1/@slopeline[1]*3.14159*(@PFT[4]@PFTREF[4]);}

#Sends lots of information to the file LINREG
print LINREG
"@PFT[0]\t@PFT[1]\t@PFT[2]\t@PFT[3]\t@PFT[4]\t@PFT[5]\t@slopeline[1]\t@slope
line[2]\t@interceptline[1]\t@interceptline[2]\t@rvalue[5]\t$Q\t$Qerror\t$Qerrorall\n";
#Copies temp06 to temp00, then adds temp05 to the end of temp00, this is output again to
#

temp06. This is to ensure that temp06 has all of the spectral ratios for the various

#

extracted wavelets
`cp temp06 temp00`;
`cat temp00 temp05 > temp06`;

#Prints file line lengths for QC/debugging purposes
#

print `wc -l temp06`;

#

print `wc -l temp07`;

#

print `wc -l temp08`;

#

print `wc -l try.dat`;

#

print `sustrip < temp03 | b2a n1=1 | wc -l`;

#

print `sustrip < temp04 | b2a n1=1 | wc -l`;
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#

print `wc -l temp05`;
}

}
#converts the full amplitude spectra and spectral ratio files to seismic unix from binary,
#

then plots them in suxwigb

sub full_files {
`a2b n1=1 < temp02 | suaddhead ns=$headerns | sushw key=dt,d1 a=13,$headerd1 >
$SU_DIR/$file_1.waveletfftamp.su`;
`a2b n1=1 < temp06 | suaddhead ns=$headerns | sushw key=dt,d1 a=13,$headerd1 >
$SU_DIR/$file_1.dtq.su`;
system("sugain agc=1 wagc=.001 < $SU_DIR/$file_1.waveletfftamp.su | suxwigb &");
system("sugain agc=1 wagc=.001 < $SU_DIR/$file_1.dtq.su | suxwigb &");
}
########################################################################
Spectral Ratio Program
Body
########################################################################
#Several steps are repeated $timesteps times. This compares other files to the original
#

reference trace as well. Make wavelet picks, pick the beginning then end time for

#

wavelets from left to right for program to work

#This needs to be uncommented for the time picking to be interactive.
#for ($TS=1;$TS<=$timesteps;$TS=$TS+1)
#

{
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#pick_wavelets();
#

}

print "Please enter the trace number to be used as a reference: ";
$referencetrace=<>;
`touch peakfandt_$file_1.txt`;
`rm peakfandt_$file_1.txt`;
open(PEAK_FREQUENCY, ">peakfandt_$file_1.txt");
print PEAK_FREQUENCY "WL\tTrace\tDelta T\tPeak Frequency\tMax Amp
Time\tMax Amp\n";
open(LINREG, ">linreg.txt");
print LINREG "WL\tTrace\tDelta T\tPeak Frequency\tMax Amp Time\tMax
Amp\tSlope\tStd Error\tIntercept\tStd Error\tR^2\tQ\tQ std error\tWith Q1 error\n";
for ($TS=1;$TS<=$timesteps;$TS=$TS+1)
{
#calculates the number of start/end wavelet time pairs, which will be used in the wavelet
#

extraction

$mousepairstotal=mouseclicks("$TS.picks");
#takes the mouse picks from above and reduces them to just one column of times
column_a("$TS.picks","$TS.cola");
#Extracts wavelets from a seismic panel based on time picks made earlier, found in the
#

*.picks file. The result of this sub is a seismic unix file with the amplitude spectra

#

of each wavelet extracted.

extract_wavelets();
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}
close(PEAK_FREQUENCY);
#Sets up the R/Perl interface and allows R functions to be called from Perl, also sets up a
blank plot with specified axes labels and dimensions
setup_R();
open(PEAKFT, "<peakfandt_$file_1.txt");
$.=0;
my $iii=0;
foreach(<PEAKFT>){
$PEAKFT[$iii]=$_;
$iii++;
}
@PFTREF=split(' ',$PFTREF);
close(PEAKFT);
for ($TS=1;$TS<=$timesteps;$TS=$TS+1)
{
#Performs the spectral ratio method for Q analysis on amplitude spectra previously
#

extracted

spectral_ratio();
#Converts the full amplitude spectra and spectral ratio files to seismic unix from binary,
#

then plots them in suxwigb. This needs to be uncommented to show full spectra

#

and spectral ratios.

#full_files();
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}
#Allows the X11 to stay on the screen for a few seconds when using X11 for R
#sleep 3;
R::identify("x,y");
#Turns off devices started in R
R::call("dev.off");
close(LINREG);
#Removes temporary files
`cp temp06 spectralratios.txt`;
`cp temp05 spectralratios2.txt`;
`rm -rf temp0*`;
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Appendix B
Formulae used in chapter 3:
Elastic wave equation (e.g. Ikelle and Amundsen, 2005)
The influences of pore content, matrix composition, and pressure on elasticity are related
through the elastic wave equation by implementing fluid substitution theory (Gassmann,
1951) and granular contact theory (Mindlin and Deresiewicz, 1953). The “eff” subscript
is used to differentiate the elastic moduli of the bulk granular material from the elastic
moduli of the granular matrix, pore space, or individual grains. Effective elastic moduli
of the granular materials are calculated from Biot-Gassmann fluid substitution. Bulk
density is calculated from the densities of the granular materials, the porosity, and the
pore contents.

where VP is the P-wave velocity, VS is the S-wave velocity, Keff is the effective bulk
modulus, Geff is the effective shear modulus, and ρBulk is the bulk density.
Biot-Gassmann fluid substitution (Gassmann, 1951; Biot, 1956)
Biot-Gassmann theory effectively explains the influence of pore constituent variations on
elasticity and density of the porous media. When pore contents such as water or air have
no shear resistance, the effective shear modulus is equal to the shear modulus of the
granular matrix.

where K0 is the bulk modulus of the grains and Kpore is the bulk modulus of the pore
space. The bulk modulus of the pore space is a weighted harmonic mean of the bulk
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moduli of the pore constituents (Gassmann, 1951). When the two pore constituents are
water and air, the bulk modulus of the pore space (Kpore) can be calculated:

where Sw is water saturation, Kwater is the bulk modulus of water, and Kair is the bulk
modulus of air. In conventional Biot-Gassmann, elastic moduli of the granular matrix are
considered to be constant. Note that variables with a “matrix” subscript are used instead
of the “dry” subscript used in conventional Biot-Gassmann fluid substitution equations
(Bachrach et al., 1998). The new notation is used to better show that we are using a
reference matrix elasticity, whether wet or dry. In unconsolidated sediments Geff is equal
to GMatrix at a particular depth and water saturation, but neither is constant throughout the
full range of saturations. The depth and water saturation dependence of matrix elasticity
is due to total effective stress contributions of net overburden stress and soil suction
stress, respectively. Matrix elasticity is calculated using Hertz-Mindlin theory.
Hertz-Mindlin granular contact theory (Mindlin and Deresiewicz, 1953)
Because we are estimating the elasticity of unconsolidated granular materials, matrix
elastic moduli are calculated using Hertz-Mindlin theory which calculates the elastic
moduli of a random packing of spheres in terms of grain contact geometry, grain
elasticity, and total effective stress.
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where n is grain coordination number, G is the grain shear modulus, ν is the grain
poisson’s ratio, KMatrix is the bulk modulus of the skeletal matrix, GMatrix is the shear
modulus of the skeletal matrix, and P is the total effective stress.
Total effective stress (Lu and Likos, 2006)
Total effective stress at the grain contacts is used to calculate matrix elasticity in HertzMindlin theory. In the absence of direct measurements, total effective stress can be
estimated from the sum of forces acting on the granular matrix:

where σT is the total external stress, ua is pore-pressure, σ’S is soil suction stress (Lu and
Likos, 2006), and σCO is apparent tensile stress at the saturated state caused by cohesive
or physiochemical forces (Bishop et al., 1960). Physiochemical forces are local forces
arising from individual contributions from van der Waals attractions, electrical double
layer repulsion, and chemical cementation effects (Lu and Likos, 2006). Saturated
cohesion (σCO) is constant for different soil types and taken from literature (Table 1).
Other total effective stress components are accounted for in separate sections of the
appendix.
Net overburden stress (Terzaghi et al., 1996)
If normal stress from the weight of the sediment is much larger than horizontal stresses,
the difference (σT-ua) becomes net overburden stress and can be calculated using the
following formula,

where ρMatrix is the density of the solid matrix, ρWater is the density of water, g is
gravitational acceleration, h1 is the height of the sediment column not influenced by
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buoyancy, and h2 is the height of the sediment column supported by buoyancy. Under
normal pore pressure conditions, pore-pressure is calculated:

SWCC fitting equation (van Genuchten, 1980)
The work of van Genuchten (1980)

is used to empirically fit capillary pressures and

water saturations for different sediments because fitting parameters (α and n) can be used
to calculate soil suction stress.

where SE is effective saturation, θ is the volumetric water content, θr is the residual water
content, θs is the saturated water content which is equivalent to porosity, α and n are van
Genuchten (1980) empirical fitting parameters, and (ua-uw) is capillary pressure. A
SWCC is useful if water saturations need to be estimated above a given water table. A
SWCC can be converted into a pressure head-water saturation profile by solving the
above equation for capillary pressure (ua-uw), and setting it equal to the weight of the
water column supported above the water table (pore pressure equation). The pressure
head (height above the water table) can then plotted against water saturation, creating a
pressure head-water saturation profile (Figure 3.4).
Soil suction stress curve (Song et al., 2012)
Van Genuchten fitting parameters, obtained from fitting a SWCC, are used to calculate
soil suction stress.
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Bulk density (Bourbie et al., 1992)
Bulk density is the weighted mean of matrix and pore space densities. When the pore
space is filled by a combination of water and air the equation for bulk density becomes.

where ɸ is the porosity of the skeletal matrix, SW is the water saturation, ρwater is the
density of water, ρair is the density of air, and ρgrain is the grain density. Bulk density is
needed for input into the elastic wave equation.
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Appendix C
Experimental setup for raw data
Measurements of seismic velocity, temperature, precipitation, water content, and
stress were collected over a two year period in an unprotected, outdoor, 0.8 m X 0.8 m X
1.2 m soil body. Soil was composed of 70% (by weight) Sharkey silty clay and 30%
washed sands with a particle size distribution of 44.8% clay, 23.8% silt, and 31.4% sand.
The soil had a bulk density of 1.55 g/cc, porosity of 41.6%, and a void ratio of 0.71 – all
lab measurements. For the seismic experiment, there were 5 source (6.5 kHz)-receiver
pairs buried at 10.4, 14.3, 18.1, 22, and 25.8 cm depths and separated by 18.3 cm.
Tensiometers and psychrometers were used to determine total effective stress.
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Appendix D
Auxiliary figures

Figure 1 – Positive amplitude shaded traces of a representative time vs. offset pseudowalkaway, open source seismic data set (WL1) [Lorenzo et al., 2013] collected at the
surface of a 0.44 m thick sand body floored by cement. Eight data sets were collected
while the water level was kept stationary at different heights. A seismic reflection arrival
(short dashes) is interpreted to emanate from the cement bottom of the sand tank. The
first-arrival refraction events (bounded by red lines) are used in estimates of attenuation.
For display, amplitudes are rebalanced through division by root-mean-square average
over windows of 0.002 s before applying a zero-phase bandpass filter with corner
frequencies, 0-100-5000-6000. Estimates of the attenuation use raw unaltered seismic
data.
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Figure 2 – (A) Unfiltered, interpolated, and smoothed amplitude spectra from extracted
wavelets of the continuous refraction (Aux. Fig. 1) with the water table at 0.14 m depth
(WL5). Unaltered amplitude spectra are used for spectral ratio calculations. Only
wavelets of first arrival refraction events received at distances larger than several
wavelengths from the source (~> 0.3 m) are sampled for spectral ratio calculation
because they show fewer near-field effects [Haase and Stewart, 2010] and less
interference from surface waves. (B) Spectral ratio calculations are confined to
frequencies of the measured wavelet neighboring the peak frequency and whose
amplitudes are > 30% peak frequency. Q is estimated from the slope of the spectral ratios
and frequency.
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Figure 3 – Comparison of Q values measured with a common reference receiver (empty
red circles) show less variability than if all receivers have the same reference (small,
black, filled circles) because the receivers have different bandwidth sensitivities.
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Figure 4 – Compressional-wave velocity versus depth models that we generate through an
-4
empirical best-fit (±10 s) of estimated raypaths to the interpreted refraction and
reflection in the raw data (Aux. Fig. 1). These velocity models are necessary to calculate
interval Q values along with the maximum penetration depths of each raypath.
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Figure 5 – Raypath drawings. Raypaths illustrate discrete sections of the waveform and
are estimated from velocity-depth profiles (i.e., Aux. Fig. 4, WL1). For the velocitydepth profile of WL1, the rays either curve back to the surface as refractions or return as
reflections, depending upon the initial takeoff angle. Refracting raypaths that surface
nearest geophones (±10-3 m) are used for interval Q estimates.
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James met Christina Lynette Edwards, a polymer science major at the University of
Southern Mississippi. They were wed within a year; their families said that it was
obvious that they had “chemistry”.
While working offshore and interacting with different company geologists, James
realized that he could do their job if he had a chance. With the support of his wife, James
went back to school in August, 2009. School was an intense mixture of classes, teaching,
and research. While in school James maintained a 4.0 GPA, but was still able to pursue
educational extracurricular activities as well. James and his Imperial Barrel Award team
placed second at regionals, he was able to present his research at several conferences, and
he took internships each summer. The first internship was for Southwestern Energy
Company in Houston, Texas. The next two internships were with Chevron in Lafayette,
Louisiana, whom with he has accepted a full time offer upon completion of his doctoral
work. James and his wife are currently expecting a baby girl, their first child, Rory
Elizabeth Crane.
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